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Preface

The papers in this volume are presented at the
Workshop on Processing Historical Language, held
in conjunction with the 40-year anniversary of
NoDaLiDa, 22 May 2017 in Gothenburg.

While historical texts have long attracted in-
terest from language historians and historical lin-
guists, we have seen an increased attention to the
problems particular to processing historical data
from a computational perspective in the last decade
or so. ‘Processing’ here entails a wide range of text
processing tasks, such as creating electronic tran-
scriptions and editions of manuscripts, constructing
lexica, tagging, and parsing, as well as content-
oriented processing such as semantic parsing and
information extraction. The aim of the workshop
is to bring together researchers working on pro-
cessing historical materials with a particular focus
on work that investigates the combination of data-
driven and knowledge-driven modelling.

We received 16 submissions, which were each
reviewed (double blind) by three programme com-
mittee members. Because of the amount and qual-
ity of the submissions, the workshop, initially
planned as a half-day workshop, was prolonged
to accommodate 9 oral presentations.

The authors come from eight different Euro-
pean countries. The research presented at the work-
shop covers a range of topics related to historical
materials, including spelling standardization, lin-
guistic analysis, identification of text re-use, and
data visualization. Featured languages are Dutch,
English, Finnish, German, Icelandic, Latin, and
Spanish, at varying historical stages. The pro-
gramme also includes an invited talk by Stefanie
Dipper, titled Variance in historical data: how bad
is it and how can we profit from it for historical
linguistics?

We are excited to have such a varied and inspir-
ing programme and would like to thank the invited
speaker, authors, and reviewers for their valuable
contributions.

May 1, 2017
Gothenburg

Gerlof Bouma
Yvonne Adesam

The workshop is organized as part of project MAÞiR –
Methods for the automatic Analysis of Text in digital
Historical Resources – funded by Marcus and Amalia
Wallenberg Foundation, grant MAW 2012.0146.
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– Invited Talk –
Variance in Historical Data:

How bad is it and how can we profit from it for historical linguistics?

Stefanie Dipper
Linguistics Department

Ruhr-Universität Bochum
dipper@linguistics.rub.de

The most striking feature of historical language
data is probably the amount of variance, in particu-
lar variance of spelling. For example, in a Bavarian
manuscript from the 16th century, written by one
author, we find eight different spellings of the word
Kreuz ‘cross’:

creuecz, cruecz, kreevcz, kreucz, kreuecz,
krevcz, krevecz, kruecz.

If we look at the Anselm corpus 1 , which contains
about 50 manuscripts and prints from different di-
alects of Early New High German1 (1350–1650),
there are in total 50 different spellings of that word:

chraewcz, chrawcz, chrawecz, chreitz,
chreucz, chreuecz, chreutz, chrevcz, chrevtz,
chrewcz, chrewczt, chrewecz, chrewtz, chrvtz,
creucz, crecz, creuecz, creutz, cretz, crewcz,
crewtz, crucz, cruecz, cruetz, cruicz, cruitz,
cruiz, crutz, crtz, cruytz, crvitz, crvtz, kraitz,
kreevcz, kreitz, kreucz, krecz, kreuecz, kreutz,
kretz, krevcz, krevecz, krewcz, krewtcz, krewtz,
krewz, krucz, kruecz, kruicz, kruitz.

In the entire Reference Corpus of Middle High
German2 (REM, 10501350), there are 83 spelling
variants of the word Teufel ‘devil’:

dievel, diuel, diufal, diuual, diuvil, divel, di-
vuel, divuil, divvel, dufel, duoifel, duovel, du-
uel, duuil, duvel, duvil, dvofel, dvuil, dwowel,
teufel, tevfel, thufel, thuuil, tiefal, tiefel, tiefil,
tieuel, tieuil, tieuuel, tieuuil, tievel, tievil, tifel,
tiofel, tiuel, tiufal, tiufel, tiufil, tiuil, tiuofel,
tiuuel, tiuuil, tiuval, tiuvel, tiuvil, tivel, tivfel,
tivil, tivuel, tivuil, tivvel, tivvil, tivwel, tiwel,
tubel, tubil, tueuel, tufel, tufil, tuifel, tuofel,
tuouil, tuovel, tuovil, tuuel, tuuil, tuujl, tuvel,
tuvil, tvfel, tvivel, tvivil, tvouel, tvouil, tvovel,
tvuel, tvuil, tvvel, tvvil, tyefel, tyeuel, tyevel,
tyfel

1https://www.linguistics.rub.de/anselm/
2https://www.linguistics.rub.de/rem/

– minor differences, e.g., in the use of diacritics, are
ignored here.

Some of the variance is due to graphemic varia-
tion (e.g., u vs v as in crutz vs crvtz). Other variants
reflect phonetic differences between dialects (e.g.,
voiced d vs voiceless t as in dievel vs tievel).

I provide the full set of variants here to give the
reader an impression of the extent and systematic-
ity of the variance. For instance, looking at the
variants of Teufel ‘devil’, we see that almost all
of the individual word forms follow the general
scheme:

1. They all start with a dental consonant (voiced
or voiceless: d, t, th),

2. followed by some vowel or diphthong,
3. followed by a labiodental fricative (u, v, w, f,

or combinations thereof),
4. followed by some vowel,
5. and end with l.

The variants of the word Teufel that occur in REM
cover a surprisingly broad range of the forms that
can be generated by the scheme above. For in-
stance, we find dievel and tievel, but also divel and
tivel, and dvuil, tvuil, and diufal, tiufal. But also
tiufal, tiufel, tiufil and tubel, tufel, tuuel, tuvel, and
so on.

In my talk, I want to present some quantitative
and qualitative results of spelling variance in his-
torical data of German, but also address variance
of morphological and morpho-syntactic features to
some extent.

I present two different automatic approaches of
normalizing variance, by mapping it either to some
artificial form or to modern German. In recent
work, we have used the intermediate representa-
tions of these approaches – replacement rules and
Levenshtein-based mappings – for investigating
diatopic variation. First results from these investi-
gations will be presented.
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Improving POS Tagging in Old Spanish Using TEITOK

Maarten Janssen
CELGA-ILTEC

maarten@iltec.pt

Josep Ausensi
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Department of Translation

and Language Sciences
josep.ausensi@upf.edu

Josep M. Fontana
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Department of Translation

and Language Sciences
josepm.fontana@upf.edu

Abstract

In this paper, we describe how the
TEITOK corpus tools helped to create a
diachronic corpus for Old Spanish that
contains both paleographic and linguistic
information, which is easy to use for non-
specialists, and in which it is easy to per-
form manual improvements to automati-
cally assigned POS tags and lemmas.

1 Introduction

Although the availability of computational re-
sources for the study of language change has expe-
rienced a considerable growth in the last decade,
scholars still face considerable challenges when
trying to conduct research in certain areas such as
syntactic change. This is true even in the case of
languages for which there already exist large cor-
pora that are freely accessible on the internet.

One of such cases is Spanish. Despite the
size and quality of the textual resources available
through online corpora such as CORDE1 or the
Corpus del Español2, researchers interested in the
evolution of the Spanish language cannot conduct
the type of studies that have been conducted, for
instance, on the evolution of the English language
due to the fact that the diachronic corpora avail-
able for Spanish are scarcely annotated with the
relevant linguistic information and and the range
of query options is not sufficiently broad.

This presentation reports work in progress
within a project that seeks to redress this situ-
ation for Spanish. Our goal is to develop re-
sources to study the evolution of Spanish in at
least the same depth as it is now possible for En-
glish. These resources have to satisfy the follow-
ing requirements: (i) the texts should also contain

1http://corpus.rae.es/cordenet.html
2http://www.corpusdelespanol.org/hist-gen/

paleographic information, (ii) they should be en-
riched with linguistic information (initially POS
tagging and eventually also syntactic annotation),
(iii) the corpus should be easy to use by non-
experts in NLP, and (iv) after the initial develop-
ment stage, the corpus should also be easily main-
tainable and improvable by non-experts in NLP.
The last requirement was especially relevant in our
context because the development of corpora can
be a very long term process and the financial re-
sources to hire collaborators with the necessary
technical skills are not constant and are heavily de-
pendent on grants and projects which can be dif-
ficult to obtain for corpora that have already been
financed through previous grants.

Specifically, we will discuss how the TEITOK
interface helped in reaching these requirements for
a diachronic corpus of Spanish (OLDES). A large
portion of our corpus came from the electronic
texts compiled, transcribed and edited by the His-
panic Seminary of Medieval Studies (HSMS)3.
This is a large collection of critical editions of
original medieval manuscripts which comprise a
wide variety of genres and extend from the 12th to
the 16th centuries. The HSMS texts were turned
into a linguistic corpus enriched with POS tags
and lemmas in the context of the dissertation work
conducted by Sánchez-Marco (Sánchez-Marco et
al., 2012). The initial version of this corpus was
created in a traditional verticalized set-up using
the Corpus Workbench (Evert and Hardy, 2015),
henceforth CWB, and was tagged using a custom
built version of Freeling (Padró et al., 2010) for
Old Spanish. See Sánchez et al., (2010; 2011;
2012) for a more detailed description of the cor-
pus as well as of the problems encountered in the
initial stages of development.

3See Corfis et al. (1997), Herrera and de Fauve (1997),
Kasten et al. (1997), Nitti and Kasten (1997), O’Neill (1999)
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2 TEITOK

The version of the corpus described here was cre-
ated in the TEITOK platform (Janssen, 2015).
TEITOK is an online corpus management plat-
form in which a corpus consists of a collection of
XML files in the TEI/XML format. Tokens are
annotated inline, where token-based information
such as POS and lemmas is modeled as attributes
over those tokens. For searching purposes, an in-
dexed version of the corpus in CWB is created
automatically from the collection of XML files.
With its CWB search option, TEITOK is com-
parable to systems like CQPWeb (Hardie, 2012),
Korp (Ahlberg et al., 2013), or Bwananet (Vivaldi,
2009), with the difference that in TEITOK, the
search engine additionally facilitates access to the
underlying XML documents, along the lines of
TXM (Heiden, 2010).

TEITOK has several attributes that make it able
to respond to the four requirements mentioned in
the introduction.

(i) The files of a TEITOK corpus are encoded
in TEI/XML, a format that has been used ex-
tensively for encoding paleographic informa-
tion. In the TEITOK interface, this informa-
tion is not just present in the source code,
but is graphically rendered, meaning that a
TEITOK document looks like a pleasant-to-
read paleographic manuscript.

(ii) TEITOK has inline nodes for tokens, as in
e.g. the XML version of the BNC (BNC,
2007), which can be adorned with any type
of linguistic information that is traditionally
encoded in a verticalized text format, such as
POS tags, lemmas, dependencies relations,
etc. Furthermore, it makes a distinction be-
tween orthographic words and grammatical
words, where a single orthographic word
can contain multiple grammatical words (and
vice-versa). This allows us to keep contrac-
tions such as del (‘of the’), while also having
the option of specifying the two grammatical
words that form it: de (‘of’) and el (‘the’).

(iii) The online interface of TEITOK is designed
for a broad and diverse audience, adding sev-
eral features to make the corpus more easily
accessible than traditional corpus interfaces:
it provides an easy interface to search the
corpus, in which it is possible to use the full

CWB search language, but it also provides
a simple form that will automatically gener-
ate a CWB search query behind the scenes.
It also provides glosses for POS tags, elim-
inating the need to read through the tagset
definitions.

(iv) Most relevantly for this paper, the same in-
terface that is used for searching and view-
ing the corpus is also used to edit the cor-
pus. This makes it easy for the administra-
tors and authorized users to correct errors
whenever they encounter them. There are
also several tools available to make structural
changes faster, which will be described in the
next section.

Since philological information was removed in
the CWB version of the corpus, we created the cor-
pus again from the original files, this time keep-
ing all the information provided in it. Since the
two versions of the corpus were created indepen-
dently, there are inevitably small differences be-
tween them: what counts as one token in one ver-
sion sometimes counts as more than one in the
other. This makes it close to impossible to im-
port the tags from one version of the corpus to the
other. As such, we used the Freeling parameters
for Old Spanish that were developed as part of the
original corpus, and applied them to the TEITOK
version, resulting in a corpus that combines the
linguistic and extralinguistic information in a sin-
gle set of documents.

TEITOK allows for multiple orthographic real-
isations of the same word, which makes it possi-
ble to keep the paleographic form, and add a form
in modernized orthography, making the corpus
much more accessible to those not familiar with
the old spelling forms. Since the lemmas provided
by Freeling are in modern spelling, the modern
spelling of the words was provided automatically
(wherever possible), by looking up which current
word corresponds to the POS tag and the mod-
ernized lemma. For instance, the word rresçiban
was tagged as a present subjunctive (VMSP3P0)
of recibir (‘receive’). The modern Spanish lexicon
for Freeling lists the form reciban for this, which
was hence added as the modernized form.

Despite the efforts put into the initial tagging
of the OLDES corpus, the level of accuracy was
still not entirely satisfactory. The main objective
in this stage of development was to improve the
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overall quality of the tagging. For this, we de-
cided to follow the following strategy: we set apart
a selection of texts summing up to 1 million to-
kens, and tagged it with the Freeling tagger for
Old Spanish. We then used several techniques pro-
vided by TEITOK to manually correct errors in
this gold standard part of the corpus. After correct-
ing the major errors, we trained NeoTag (Janssen,
2012) on this gold standard corpus, and applied
the trained tagger to the rest of the corpus.

3 Improving POS tags

Independently of how good a POS tagger is, in-
correct tags will always be created. In the case of
a closed corpus like the HSMS corpus, it quickly
becomes more efficient to correct errors created
by the tagger than to attempt to improve the qual-
ity of the tagger. Traditionally, tagging correction
has been done by hand, either in a text editor or
an XML editor. Tools to facilitate tag correction
are relatively new, such as ANNIS (Krause and
Zeldes, 2016) or eDictor (Feliciano de Faria et al.,
2010). Unlike most of these tools, TEITOK allows
editing directly from the XML interface.

The TEITOK version of the HSMS texts pro-
vides a comfortable and quick way to manually
correct tagging errors. The base mode of editing
in TEITOK involves clicking on a word in the text.
This opens up an HTML form, where any of the
attributes of the word can be modified. Although
this is very helpful when encountering a single er-
ror while using the corpus, it is not very efficient
for large corrections. Therefore, there are three
main options to speed up corrections.

The first option is the closest to the traditional
way of correcting tagging errors: it is possible to
get a verticalized version of a text, in which mul-
tiple tokens can be corrected at once, while still
seeing the surrounding tokens. In the verticalized
version the editor can correct a token in all its dif-
ferent layers of representation, i.e. transcription,
written form, editor form, expanded form, critical
form and normalized form. It is possible to see the
different forms for the same token, and this ren-
ders the whole manual correcting process easier
since it is possible to compare the original with
the more modernized form of the same token. The
verticalized version also allows the editor to cor-
rect POS tags and lemmas at the same time.

A second option is to correct errors from the text
in modernized orthography. Although words still

have to be corrected individually in this way, it be-
comes much easier to spot errors: any word that is
not modernized was not recognized by the tagger,
and will have an incorrect lemma, and, most likely,
an incorrect POS tag as well. In many cases, if
a word was recognized, but incorrectly tagged,
it will have an incorrect modernized form. This
makes it possible to just look for incorrect words
in modern Spanish, which are much easier to spot
than errors in POS or lemma. For instance, if the
previous example rresçiban had been incorrectly
modernized as recibı́an by the system, it would
have been easy to recognize it by simply looking
the normalized version of the text. Thus, in these
cases, there is no need to check the actual POS tag
(something much harder to process), because the
tag can be inferred by the actual modern form.

And finally, multiple tokens throughout the cor-
pus can be corrected in batch mode using CWB
queries. CWB can be used to search for very spe-
cific words that are frequently tagged incorrectly,
and all words in the resulting KWIC list are click-
able to correct any errors they contain. It is also
possible to correct all matching results in one go,
either by changing the lemma for all of them to a
specific value, or by going through all the matches
in a verticalized format. Thus, TEITOK can use
the output of a CWB search to edit the underlying
XML files. This provides a reliable and fast way
to quickly correct the errors previously spotted on
the verticalized view; sometimes an error spotted
while correcting a text on the verticalized view is
indicative of a more general problem that applies
to the whole corpus. This renders the whole cor-
rection process faster since, by spotting a general-
ized error on the verticalized view, the editor can
simply correct all the incorrectly tagged tokens of
the whole corpus via the interface.

An example is given in figure 1, where a rel-
atively simple query is used to identify all words
starting with rr-, which is no longer used in current
Spanish orthography. We then asked the system to
edit the normalized form for all of those, where
the normalized form was furthermore pre-treated
automatically by replacing all double rr for a sin-
gle r. This allows editing all such words in one go,
independently of which XML file they appear in.

This general procedure can be enhanced via
simple strategies to identify specific incorrectly
tagged tokens. For instance, a recurrent incor-
rectly tagged token is the word vienes, as it is of-
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Figure 1: Multi-Editing in TEITOK

ten tagged as a verb (‘you come’) even though it
is actually related to the modern noun spelled bi-
enes (‘goods’). By searching for all occurrences
of the word vienes it is possible to correct all in-
correctly marked ones in one go. It is even possi-
ble to search specifically only for occurrences of
vienes that follow a determiner, by using a com-
plex CQP query over multiple tokens in which the
word vienes is marked as the target word (using
the CQP operator @).

Other general problems that can be corrected
automatically include examples such as the fol-
lowing: the form a is incorrectly tagged as a
preposition (‘to’) when it relates to the modern
form spelled ha (‘he has’); the form él (‘he’) is
tagged as a pronoun when it relates to the deter-
miner el, or partida is tagged as a noun (‘depar-
ture’) when it relates to the participle (‘departed’).
All these generalized problems can be easily cor-
rected taking advantage of the CWB interface and
looking for specific combinations of the forms and
specific lemmas or POS tags. For instance, search-
ing for occurrences of a marked as a preposition,
that are followed by a participle, gives only oc-
currences that should have been normalized as ha
from the verb haber, hence making it possible
to change all of them in batch mode. Searching
for él followed by a noun returns instances of él
that should have been tagged as a determiner, or

searching for the lemma ser (i.e. be, in any form)
followed by partida marked as a noun will re-
turn occurrences of partida that should have been
tagged as a participle.

Since these different methods to correct errors
in tags, lemmas, and normalized forms are easy to
apply and do not require specific knowledge of the
computational system, or imply that the corpus has
to be rebuilt by a computational linguist, TEITOK
allows all administrators of the corpus to correct
errors over time - either by simply correcting indi-
vidual errors, or by correcting multiple instances
of an error throughout the corpus in batch mode as
described in the previous paragraph. This means
that the process of ironing out remaining errors is
put back in the hands of the historical linguists, in-
stead of requiring the technical support of external
collaborators.

4 Conclusion

In this article, we hope to have shown how the
TEITOK framework makes working with anno-
tated historical corpora much easier: not only does
it allow one to keep all paleographic information
with the corpus, but it also makes it possible for
linguists to correct annotation errors in an easy
way, without the need to have detailed knowledge
of the computational processes behind it. This re-
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sult is a historical corpus that is useful not only for
corpus linguists or syntacticians, but also, for in-
stance, for historical linguists or philologists, and
which can be improved over time, given that it is
possible to correct errors whenever they are en-
countered. This is especially relevant in the con-
text of historical corpora, since there are so many
different sources of possible errors.
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Abstract

The Royal Society Corpus is a corpus of
Early and Late modern English built in
an agile process covering publications of
the Royal Society of London from 1665 to
1869 (Kermes et al., 2016) with a size of
approximately 30 million words. In this
paper we will provide details on two as-
pects of the building process namely the
mining of patterns for OCR correction and
the improvement and evaluation of part-
of-speech tagging.

1 Introduction

The Royal Society Corpus is built in an agile
process (Cockburn, 2001; Voormann and Gut,
2008) aiming for continuous improvement from
the OCR’ed original texts to the annotated corpus.
In this work we elaborate on some of the details
of the corpus processing including our methods
of OCR pattern finding and part-of-speech tagging
evaluation.

2 Improving OCR Quality

The quality of OCR for historical text is a long-
standing issue (Alex et al., 2012) in corpus build-
ing. We employ a pattern based approach to OCR
correction, using the stream editor sed. In accor-
dance with agile principles, we build the corpus
repeatedly from scratch using a build script and
strict versioning (a new build number is assigned
to each build).

2.1 An Initial Set of Patterns
As initial set of patterns we use the list of 50,000
patterns by Underwood and Auvil (2012) encoded
as an sed script. The patterns are full words and

pattern original corrected
baving baying having
fhe she the
frem fresh from
l1th lith 11th
liind hind kind

Table 1: Corrected OCR patterns.

mainly geared to correct predictable substitutions
like s to f, h to li, or e to c. In a next step we
eliminate all patterns that are not used at all in
our corpus and patterns that result in overcorrec-
tion (this includes all patterns that convert a word-
final f into an s). We also change a few patterns
that transform to the wrong words in the RSC (see
Table 1).

2.2 New Patterns from Word Embeddings

In order to find additional corpus specific OCR er-
rors we use word embeddings. The basic idea be-
hind this approach is that misspelled words have
a very similar usage context as their correctly
spelled counterparts. Using the structured skip-
gram approach described in Ling et al. (2015) we
compute word embeddings as a 100-dimensional
representation of the usage contexts. Other than
the original skip-gram approach introduced in
Mikolov et al. (2013), the structured skip-gram ap-
proach takes word order in the usage context into
account, and thus tends to compute similar embed-
dings for words with similar syntactic context. Us-
ing all words with a minimum frequency of 10 we
compute embeddings for 56,000 different types
coming from about 190,000 tokens. The word em-
beddings are L2-normalized and then grouped into
2,000 clusters using k-means clustering.

In Table 2 a few selected clusters are shown.
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no. words
2 the, thle, tile, ’the, tlhe, tie, tle, thie, ofa,

’of, tihe, tthe, ttle, .the, thte, thee, .of,
ithe, of-the, th-e, onl, tothe, t-he, oni,
andthe, othe, fthe, thlle, onthe, atthe,
to-the, *of, sthe, ttlat

16 have, been, had, has, having, already,
hath, hitherto, previously, formerly,
heretofore, hlave, lhave, hlad, hlas, ihave,
lhad, ving, lhas, harre, hiave, ’have,
11ave, liad, ’they, bave, hlaving

24 from, fiom, firom, friom, fiomn, fiorn,
’from, fromn, firomn, ftom, srom, fiomr

Table 2: Some example clusters.

Cluster no. 24 is a pure cluster consisting entirely
of the word from and corrupted spellings of it. We
add all those spellings to the OCR correction pat-
terns. Clusters no. 2 and 16 demonstrate that clus-
ters do not necessarily consist of misspelled vari-
ants only, thus they cannot be used as such without
manual inspection. Altogether, we derive approxi-
mately 370 corpus specific patterns from the clus-
ters. Cluster no. 2 also gives us the confidence to
interpret tile as a corruption of the and not as the
genuine word tile.

2.3 Beyond Words: Prefixes, Suffixes, and
Substrings

Sorting the patterns alphabetically reveals a lot
of common prefixes in the patterns. Going from
full word patterns to prefix patterns does not only
lower the number of patterns but also increases
their coverage of inflected and derived forms. In a
similar way, there are common patterns for deriva-
tional and inflectional suffixes, specially for com-
mon endings like -ion or -ing. We show some pre-
fix and suffix patterns in Table 3.

There are also a few patterns that are applied ev-
erywhere. Those patterns are carefully inspected
such that they do not apply to otherwise correct
words. We show some examples of substring pat-
terns in Table 4.

2.4 Removing Remains of Hyphenation

We also use a special set of pattern to correct re-
mains of hyphenation. Most of the hyphenation
occurring in the original texts was already undone.
Typical remains of hyphenation include hyphen-
ation over page breaks, or cases like trans-. parent

affix patterns
circum circllm, circnm, circtlm, circuln,

circuml, circunl, circurn, circutn
experim experilm, experiln, experilu,

experiml, experinl, experinm,
experirn, experitn

sub sllb, stlb
under ilnder, ullder, utlder
ally allv
ing illg, ilng, inlg, irng, itlg, itng
ion ioil, ioll, ionn, iorn, iotn
ment meIlt, melit, mellt, merlt, metlt

Table 3: Some prefix and suffix patterns.

substring patterns
qu qll, qtl
spher spllr
th tlh, tlz, t}l, t}z
wh vvh

Table 4: Some substring patterns.

where a spurious full stop is added after the hy-
phen. We mined for the most frequent cases and
created special sed patterns to repair them.

2.5 Remaining Cases

In total, there are about 42,000 OCR corrections
that are found by about 2,000 sed patterns. We
show the five most frequent substitutions in Ta-
ble 5.

However, not in all cases a word corrupted by
OCR errors can be reconstructed reliably. We en-
countered cases like llow that can come from now
or how, or tne that can come from me or the. In
those cases we currently don’t apply an automated
correction. Future builds of the corpus may con-
tain some context sensitive repair in those cases.

frequency wrong corrected
1346 tlle the
1214 ofthe of the
1140 anid and
1093 thle the
1032 fiom from

Table 5: Top 5 OCR corrections.
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3 Normalization

Normalization is part of the annotation step and
precedes part-of-speech tagging. We chose VARD
(Baron and Rayson, 2008), which detects spelling
variants in historical corpora and suggests mod-
ern alternatives. It is geared towards Early Mod-
ern English an can be used semi-automatically af-
ter training. To this end, we trained it on a man-
ually normalized subset of the corpus. In total,
VARD automatically replaced 0.31% of the words
by their modern spelling. The percentage of nor-
malized words decreases strongly in later time pe-
riods (see Table 6).

time period normalized words
1650s 1.47%
1700s 0.97%
1750s 0.25%
1800s 0.08%
1850s 0.06%

Table 6: Effect of normalization across time.

4 Part-of-Speech Tagging

We use TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994; Schmid, 1995)
with the default parameter file for tokenization,
lemmatization and annotation of part-of-speech
(POS) information in the corpus. For the time be-
ing, we did not adapt the tagger to the historical
text material by training or any other adjustment.

For evaluation we created a gold standard on a
sample of 56,432 words, which were drawn from
159 texts covering all time periods. The sam-
ple was manually tagged by two annotators, who
achieve an inter-annotator agreement of κ = 0.94
(Cohen’s kappa). Differences (3,011 words) were
reconciled after discussion and resulted in a gold
standard, which we use in the evaluation.

4.1 Annotation Quality

A classic quantitative evaluation shows that com-
pared to the gold standard TreeTagger has an accu-
racy of 0.94 (per token) on the sample corpus. In
order to better judge the annotation quality and the
reliability of the tagger, we additionally perform a
detailed qualitative analysis of tagging errors. The
goal is to identify typical errors of the tagger, pos-
sible regularities and error directions.

4.2 Detailed Evaluation of Tagging Results

In a first step, we calculate the F-score for each
part-of-speech tag separately. This allows us to
identify problematic pos-tags. In a second step, we
use confusion matrices of pos-tags from the gold
standard and the respective pos-tags assigned by
TreeTagger. This allows us to identify regularities
and error directions. As we are interested in the
errors with the largest impact and for better read-
ability we do not include all pos-tags of the Penn
Treebank tagset in the second step but exclude tags
with an F-score >= 0.99 as well as rarely used
tags. We also collapse some of the fine-grained
distinctions of the tagset.

Figure 1 shows a confusion matrix with the cor-
rect pos-tags from the gold standard on the y-axis
and the pos-tag assigned by TreeTagger on the x-
axis. The matrix is normalized for pos-tag fre-
quency and allows to observe possible regularities
and directions in the tagging errors.

Figure 1: Normalized confusion matrix of POS
annotation with the correct pos-tag on the y-axis,
pos-tag assigned by TreeTagger on the x-axis.

From this we can draw the following observa-
tions. One major error source are symbols (SYM).
Here we cannot really identify a direction of the
errors. A closer look reveals that the pos-tag SYM
is differently interpreted by the manual annota-
tors than by TreeTagger. While the tagger assigns
SYM only to single-character symbols, the anno-
tators also tag longer words with SYM. Other er-
ror sources exhibit more obvious regularities and
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error directions. For example, TreeTagger often
confuses common nouns (NN) with proper nouns
(NP) and wh relative pronouns (WP) with wh rela-
tive determiners (WDT). In the latter case, which,
e.g., is exclusively tagged as WDT. Although these
error sources are unproblematic for a variety of
linguistic annotations, they have a considerable
impact on tagger performance.

The impact of the identified errors gets more ob-
vious if we look at the confusion matrix with abso-
lute frequencies of the pos-tags shown in Figure 2.
As the figures are not normalized, only highly fre-
quent observations are visible, and the shading is
directly linked to the overall impact of the error.
Thus, the error with the highest overall impact is
the NN-NP error, followed by the WP-WDT and
the NP-NN error. If we remove all noun related
errors from the error list, tagging accuracy rises
from 0.94 to 0.96.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of POS annotation
with the correct pos-tag on the y-axis, pos-tag as-
signed by TreeTagger on the x-axis.

The NN-NP errors arise mainly from out-of-
vocabulary words. While in contemporary English
common nouns are always written in lower case,
and capitalization indicates a proper noun, com-
mon nouns are still quite frequently capitalized in
Late Modern English. Thus, a modern tagger has a
strong tendency to tag capitalized words as proper
nouns. We can also observe a decline of NN-NP
errors over time in the RSC. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the ten most frequent tags across
time. While most tags remain steady over time, the

progression of NN and NP is remarkable. Their
share is equal in the first two time periods (ca.
9%), then NN increases and NP decreases. Yet,
the combined share of NN and NP remains the
same (ca. 18%). We attribute this to the fact that
in earlier time periods, capitalization of common
nouns was still frequent, but decreases over time.

Figure 3: Most frequent POS tags across time.

4.3 Future Improvements

In order to tackle the identified typical errors, we
opt for an improvement of the tagger lexicon, as
we see a close relation to the major error sources.
Thus, we extract all unknown words as well as all
sentence internal capitalized words from the cor-
pus. For the capitalized words, we construct lex-
icon entries (semi-)automatically using the tagger
on the lower case version of the words. Besides,
we manually construct lexical entries for frequent
unknown words. Additionally, we extended the
abbreviations lexicon of the tokenizer, in order to
reduce segmentation errors due to unrecognized
abbreviations. We extracted a list of candidate
abbreviations from the corpus and checked them
manually. As a result we added a list of 170 ab-
breviations to the tokenizer’s list of abbreviations.

By the time of the workshop we will be able to
present results of a new evaluation based on these
improvements. Besides, we will also train the tag-
ger on our data and compare the performance of
both tagger versions.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented an agile corpus building pro-
cess to continuously improve the Royal Society
Corpus. We have given details on our approach
for OCR correction that may be helpful to other
projects as well. We store all OCR corrections in a
stream editor (sed) file that is applied to the corpus
sources in each build with strict versioning. The
agile approach extends to the stages of normaliza-
tion and tagging where improvements are stored in
parameter files for the tools we are using.

Both the general approach and some of the re-
sources we created (like the patterns for OCR cor-
rection) can be applied to other corpus building
projects.

The Royal Society Corpus (corpusBuild 2.0)
has been made available for download and
online query from the CLARIN-D centre at
the Saarland University under the persistent
identifier http://hdl.handle.net/11858/

00-246C-0000-0023-8D1C-0. We also plan
to release the OCR correction patterns in this
context.
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Abstract

The application of NLP tools to histori-
cal texts is complicated by a high level
of spelling variation. Different methods
of historical text normalization have been
proposed. In this comparative evaluation
I test the following three approaches to
text canonicalization on historical German
texts from 15th–16th centuries: rule-based,
statistical machine translation, and neural
machine translation. Character based neu-
ral machine translation, not being previ-
ously tested for the task of normalization,
showed the best results.

1 Introduction

Due to an increased interest in Digital Humanities,
more and more heritage texts are becoming avail-
able in digital format. The ever growing amount
of these text collections motivates researchers to
use automatic methods for its processing. In many
cases, automatic processing of historical corpora
is complicated by a high level of spelling varia-
tion. Non-standardized orthography, resulting in
inconsistent data, is a substantial obstacle to the
application of the existing NLP tools. Normaliza-
tion of historical texts, i.e., the mapping of histor-
ical word forms to their modern equivalents (see
Figure 1), has proven to be an effective method of
improving the quality of the automatic processing
of historical corpora.

SOURCE: Witter sy im nitt zu wissen .
NORM.: Weiter sei ihm nicht zu wissen .

Figure 1: Sentence in historical German
(SOURCE) and its modernised spelling (NORM.).

Various approaches to text normalization have
been proposed. For instance, methods based on

the Levenshtein edit distance algorithm and its
variations are widely used for text canonicaliza-
tion. Bollmann et al. (2011) described a tech-
nique performing automatic Levenshtein-based
rule derivation from a word-aligned parallel cor-
pus. Pettersson et al. (2013a) presented a different
string similarity approach, using context-sensitive,
weighted edit distance calculations combined with
compound splitting. Another approach, apply-
ing character-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) is documented in (Pettersson et al., 2013b;
Scherrer and Erjavec, 2013; Sánchez-Martı́nez et
al., 2013). Pettersson et al. (2014) conducted
a comparative evaluation of the following three
normalization approaches: filtering, Levenshtein-
based and SMT-based, to show that the latter
generally outperformed the former two methods.
Bollmann and Søgaard (2016) reported that a deep
neural network architecture improves the normal-
ization of historical texts, compared to both base-
line using conditional random fields and Norma
tool (Bollmann, 2012). Deep learning methods
are known to work best with large amounts of
data, and yet the authors witnessed an improve-
ment with only a few thousand tokens of training
material.

Considering the above mentioned successful
applications of both character-based SMT and
neural networks for normalization of historical
texts, I explore the suitability of character-based
neural machine translation for this task. Costa-
Jussà and Fonollosa (2016), and Lee et al. (2016)
presented character-based neural MT systems im-
proving machine translation. Moreover, com-
pared to the deep learning architecture described
in (Bollmann and Søgaard, 2016), a neural MT
system does not require an explicit character align-
ment, which makes the normalization setup easier.

This paper reports the results of a compara-
tive evaluation of normalization methods applied
to Early New High German texts (1450–1550).
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For this assessment I tested the following normal-
ization methods: edit-based, statistical machine
translation, and neural machine translation. The
first two approaches were previously tested on
German texts from the same period, but the ap-
plication of neural MT to text normalization has
not yet been documented. Section 2 introduces
the data used for the experiments. In Section 3, I
will describe the normalization methods. Section
4 will present evaluation results. Finally, in Sec-
tion 5 I will summarize the outcome of the com-
parative evaluation and give some possible direc-
tion for future work.

2 Historical Text Corpora

This study is part of a larger project funded by the
Swiss Law Sources Foundation, where I use his-
torical legal texts1 (i.e., decrees, regulations, court
transcripts) kindly provided by the Foundation as
material for my research. Therefore, I am par-
ticularly interested in finding the best performing
method for normalizing these historical texts. The
Collection of the Swiss Law Sources is multilin-
gual and contains texts issued on Swiss territory
from the early Middle Ages up to 1798. In my re-
search project I work with texts written between
1450 and 1550, which corresponds to the Early
New High German period. Available in digital
format as critical editions of the primary sources
(i.e., manuscripts), they do not contain any lin-
guistic annotation or normalized forms. For this
case study, we manually normalized a subset of the
corpus, 2500 historical-modern word pairs. This
dataset will be referred to as baseline in this paper.

The baseline dataset being considerably small,
I also augmented it with other historical German
data, to observe, if the amount of training data in-
fluences normalization results.

First, I added the data from the database of his-
torical terms of the Swiss Law Sources Founda-
tion. The German part of this database covers the
period from 1220 to 1798. The database contains
historical terms situated at the end of each printed
volume of the Foundation, as well as modern key-
words, corresponding to the source terms. I ex-
tracted 16,857 historical-modern pairs for normal-
ization experiments. This corpus, due to its prove-
nance, i.e., dictionary of terms, mostly contains
nouns. In the next sections, I will refer to this
dataset as LemmData.

1https://www.ssrq-sds-fds.ch/online/

Another corpus to augment the training set,
is a manually annotated subset of the GerManC
corpus (Scheible et al., 2011), containing 50,310
historical-modern word pairs belonging to the
time period 1650–1800 (Early Modern German),
and to the following eight genres: drama, news-
papers, sermons, personal letters, narrative prose,
scholarly, scientific and legal text.

The additional datasets, LemmData and Ger-
ManC, are quite different from the baseline. The
LemmData corpus is closer to the baseline geo-
graphically, being produced on the Swiss terri-
tory, but it covers a much larger temporal span.
GerManC is the largest corpus of the three, but
it belongs to a much later period and was pro-
duced mainly on the German territory. Given the
areal diversity of historical German, the regional
provenance of GerManC contributes to its differ-
ence from the baseline. Nevertheless, by now, it
is the only publicly available corpus of historical
German containing manually produced normaliza-
tions. To measure the spelling variance present in
the three datasets, I calculated the average string
distance. For the baseline corpus, LemmData, and
GerManC it corresponds to 0.91, 2.36, and 0.32,
respectively. The biggest amount of spelling varia-
tion is thus present in the LemmData corpus. This
can be explained by the following two facts. First,
some of its lexicon belongs to the earliest period of
the three texts (13th century). Furthermore, in con-
trast to the other two datasets consisting of regular
texts, the LemmData corpus is based on a dictio-
nary of terms. It mostly contains nouns, and does
not include any punctuation marks.

The datasets’ details are summarized in Table 1.

3 Normalization Methods

3.1 The Norma tool

The Norma tool2 was developed for
(semi-)automatic normalization of histori-
cal corpora. It was originally created for
canonicalization of Early New High German
texts, but can be trained on any data. The tool
comes with three external modules, “normaliz-
ers”, each implementing a normalization method.
These modules can be used either separately or
combined. The normalizers provide normalization
candidates. Depending on how the candidate’s
confidence score compares to a pre-defined

2https://github.com/comphist/norma
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Corpus Period Pairs Region Genres Content Av. LD
baseline 1463-1538 2500 CH: Bern legal texts text 0.91
LemmData 1220-1798 16,857 CH: all legal texts dictionary 2.36

German speaking
Swiss cantons

GerManC 1650-1800 50,310 DE: North, drama text 0.32
West Central newspapers
East Central sermons
West Upper personal letters
East Upper narratives

scientific texts
legal texts

Table 1: Corpora used in this case study.

threshold, Norma decides, whether this candidate
is acceptable.

The three normalizers are: Mapper, RuleBased,
and Weighted Levenshtein Distance. Mapper uses
a simple wordlist mapping method. The Rule-
Based normalizer uses context-aware rules auto-
matically derived from aligned training data, to
rewrite sequences of the input characters. More
details on this approach can be found in (Boll-
mann et al., 2011). The Weighted Levenshtein Dis-
tance normalizer finds a candidate with the lowest
weighted Levenshtein distance score.

Since the mapping method is conceptually sim-
ple, I will not be using it in this case study. For the
evaluation, I tested the remaining two normalizers
separately and combined, to find out the combina-
tion where the RuleBased normalizer followed by
Weighted Levenshtein Distance works best. This
setup will be referred to as Norma in further sec-
tions.

3.2 Statistical Machine Translation

As a second method for this case study, I used
character-level statistical machine translation. It
differs from word-level machine translation in that
it aligns characters occurring in token pairs, in-
stead of aligning words. As a result, translation
models contain phrases consisting of character se-
quences instead of word sentences. Language
models, in their turn, are trained on character n-
grams instead of word n-grams.

For the SMT experiments, I used the Moses
toolkit3 with settings as described in (Pettersson
et al., 2013b).

3http://www.statmt.org/moses/

3.3 Neural Machine Translation

The recently proposed approach to machine
translation, neural MT (Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015; Cho
et al., 2014) obtained state-of-the-art results for
various language pairs. Neural MT systems are
generally implemented as an encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. The encoder reads the source sentence
and encodes it into a sequence of hidden states,
whereas the decoder generates a corresponding
translation based on the encoded sequence of hid-
den states.

I did not find any reports on the application
of neural MT to the task of historical text nor-
malization, but the comparative study by Sennrich
(2016) proved that a fully character-level neural
MT model outperformed a fully subword model at
transliterating unknown names. This task is simi-
lar to normalization. The fully character-level neu-
ral MT approach in these experiments which I fol-
lowed in mine, is described in (Lee et al., 2016).

This method maps a source character sequence
to a target character sequence without explicit seg-
mentation. Due to the fact that this model has no
explicitly hard-coded knowledge of word bound-
aries, it is possible to use sentence-aligned data
for training and testing. Nevertheless, since part
of my data, i.e., LemmData is not a set of sen-
tences, but a set of historical-modern pairs, I use
tokenized, word-aligned datasets for neural MT
experiments as well.

The source code implementing the models de-
scribed by Lee et al. (2016) is publicly available4.

4https://github.com/nyu-dl/dl4mt-c2c
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4 Evaluation

Given the small size of the manually normalized
baseline (2500 historical-modern word pairs), I
applied 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the
performance of the three normalization methods.
First, the experiments were conducted on the base-
line, with 2000 pairs (2250 for Norma) of training
data, 250 pairs in development set (for SMT and
neural MT), and 250 pairs in the test set. Then,
the training set was augmented with LemmData
and GerManC data, while using both development
and test sets in their initial size. Table 2 shows the
evaluation results.

The neural MT system trained on the baseline
combined with LemmData and GerManC (69,167
tokens) showed the best accuracy score, 0.81. It is
followed by SMT results, 0.79, trained on 18,857
tokens of the baseline augmented with LemmData.

To estimate the average variability in the out-
put between the folds of test data, I calculated the
standard deviation of the accuracy for each system
(SDacc in Table 2). This measure demonstrates
how close or far away the data is from the mean
(average accuracy, ACC in Table 2). It approxi-
mates the mean distance between each fold and the
arithmetic mean. The majority of the data (68.2%
assuming that the distribution is normal) would be
located between one standard deviation above and
below the mean. For instance, given the average
accuracy 0.75 of the Norma baseline system, the
standard deviation 0.03 means that the accuracy
scores for the majority of the folds vary from 0.72
to 0.78. The standard deviation between different
systems changes slightly, from 0.02 to 0.04.

It is interesting to observe, how the systems re-
spond to the augmentation of the training set (see
Figure 2). While the performance of the rule-
based system, Norma, remains rather stable, it
changes by the other two systems. The SMT sys-
tem first reacts positively to the increase of the
training data with LemmData. This data is similar
to the baseline in its regional provenance, though
is very varied with respect to the covered time pe-
riods (see Table 1). When the training set was
further augmented with GerManC, belonging to a
later period of time, it resulted in a performance
decrease. On the other hand, the performance of
the neural MT system steadily increased with each
addition of data. This observation corresponds to
the one made in (Bollmann and Søgaard, 2016)
where the normalization accuracy increased with a
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Figure 2: Word accuracy averaged over 10 folds
for different sizes of the training set.

deep learning normalization method and remained
stable or decreased with other methods, including
Norma.

The accuracy and character error rate scores
of the three normalization systems compared in
the best performing configurations does not dif-
fer much: from Norma’s 0.75/0.14 to neural MT’s
0.81/0.08. To estimate how different the output
of the systems actually is, I conducted a quanti-
tative analysis of the output (see Table 3). First,
I compared how similar is the output of the sys-
tems, i.e., how often the systems agree on a certain
normalization. The lowest, 70%, is the agreement
between the three systems, and the highest, 80%,
between the SMT and the neural MT systems. In
addition, based on the amount of the commonly
incorrect cases, I calculated the percentage of the
“error agreement”, i.e., how often the systems pro-
duced the same erroneous normalization. The pair
SMT/neural MT leads with 51% of error similar-
ity. Thus, the output produced by SMT and neu-
ral MT systems is the most similar. It can be ex-
plained by the statistical nature of both systems, in
contrast to the rule-based Norma.

Table 4 presents contrastive examples of the
output, where one system produced the correct
normalization, and the other two failed.

5 Conclusion

I presented a comparative evaluation of the ap-
proaches to spelling normalization in historical
texts, tested on Early New High German data
(1450-1550). I tested the following three meth-
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Training data Pairs Norma SMT NMT
ACC CER SDacc ACC CER SDacc ACC CER SDacc

baseline 2000 0.75 0.14 0.03 0.79 0.08 0.03 0.71 0.17 0.04
baseline+LemmData 18,857 0.74 0.14 0.03 0.79 0.08 0.03 0.76 0.11 0.04
baseline+LemmData+GerManC 69,167 0.75 0.13 0.02 0.76 0.10 0.04 0.81 0.08 0.03

Table 2: Averaged evaluation results, i.e., accuracy (ACC) and character error rate (CER) over 10 folds.

Systems Agreement Common incorrect
normalizations

Norma & SMT & NMT 70% 46%
Norma & SMT 76% 44%
Norma & NMT 75% 35%
SMT & NMT 80% 51%

Table 3: Analysis of the output: total amount of cases the systems agreed upon (Agreement) and amount
of cases where the systems produced the same incorrect normalization, calculated based on the number
of common incorrect cases.

SOURCE Norma SMT NMT REF
meyen maien mein mai mai
ander ander andere ander andere
sturen steuern sturen steueren steuern

Table 4: Normalization examples. Correct nor-
malizations are highlighted.

ods: rule-based, character-level statistical machine
translation, and character-level neural machine
translation. In this case study, neural MT outper-
formed the other two methods. In contrast to the
rule-based method and SMT, it also benefited most
from the augmentation of the training set.

Considering the success of the applied neural
method, future work may consist in testing other
deep learning methods. For instance, I used only
one of the systems presented in (Lee et al., 2016),
the fully character-based one. The other described
a system performing neural machine translation
with subword units.

Another direction for future work could consist
in adding more training data to observe, if the per-
formance of the neural MT system would continue
to improve.

More effort could also be invested into the SMT
method. The SMT system did not profit from the
augmentation of the training set, due to its period
and domain differences from the baseline. This is
similar to the problem of the out-of-domain data in
phrase-based machine translation. Out-of-domain
data introduces ambiguity to the translation model,
resulting in the translation choices irrelevant for
the test set. Translation model domain adaptation

approach was proposed by Sennrich (2012) to deal
with the out-of-domain data. This method can po-
tentially improve the results of the SMT experi-
ments with additional training sets.
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Abstract

Text reuse is a common way to transfer his-
torical texts. It refers to the repetition of
text in a new context and ranges from near-
verbatim (literal) and para-phrasal reuse to
completely non-literal reuse (e.g., allusions
or translations). To improve the detection
of reuse in historical texts, we need to bet-
ter understand its characteristics. In this
work, we investigate the relationship be-
tween para-phrasal reuse and word senses.
Specifically, we investigate the conjecture
that words with ambiguous word senses are
less prone to replacement in para-phrasal
text reuse. Our corpus comprises three
historical English Bibles, one of which
has previously been annotated with word
senses. We perform an automated word-
sense disambiguation based on supervised
learning. By investigating our conjecture
we strive to understand whether unambigu-
ous words are rather used for word replace-
ments when a text reuse happens, and con-
sequently, could serve as a discriminating
feature for reuse detection.

1 Introduction

Detecting text reuse is an important means
for many scholarly analyses on historical texts.
Nonetheless, the detection of para-phrasal reuse in
historical texts is not yet well understood. Specifi-
cally, techniques borrowed from plagiarism detec-
tion (Alzahrani et al., 2012) are quickly challenged
when words are substituted.

To improve historical text-reuse detection, we
need to better understand the characteristics of
reuse–such as the way and the ratio of word sub-
stitutions and modifications. We also need to learn
about the characteristics of words that are often sub-
stituted to identify potential features that automated

Figure 1: Methodology overview

reuse-detection techniques can take into account.
In earlier work, we already investigated the ratios
and modifications (morphological and semantic) in
two smaller corpora of ancient text. In this paper,
we investigate ambiguous words from an upfront
word-sense annotated English Bible, and compare
them with word substitutions that we find between
the verses of this and two further English Bibles
each. Since in historical text, text reuse is a way to
transfer knowledge, we conjecture that words that
are substituted in a para-phrasal, reused verse (of
a para-phrasal, parallel corpus) are less likely am-
biguous words and do not have multiple senses. We
are inspired by Shannon’s (1949) conditional en-
tropy, which measures the ambiguity of a received
message, i.e., the missing information of a message
compared to what was actually sent (cf. Borgwaldt
et al., 2005). We conjecture that ambiguous words
are likely less specific (informative) and are no
good candidates for a substitution (for a reused text
in our case).
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Fig. 1 illustrates our methodology. First, we de-
termine the intersection of the ambiguous words
from the first (word-sense-annotated) Bible and
the replaced words between this Bible and the two
other Bibles. Second, we disambiguate the two
extra Bibles using a k-nearest neighbors classifier
and a support vector machine classifier (based on
the training data of the annotated Bible) and in-
tersect the ambiguous words found that way (now
knowing their numbers of senses as well) again
with the replacements collected from the first step,
to back-up our findings.

2 Related Work

Some works consider semantic information for de-
tecting text smilarity. Sanchez-Perez et al. (2014)
discover sentence similarity based on a tf-idf
weighting during text alignment that allows them
to keep stop words without increasing the rate of
false positive hits in the result set. Their recursive
algorithm allows to increase the alignment up to a
maximal passage length. By using synset databases,
Bär et al. (2012) consider semantic similarity in ad-
dition to structural features (e.g., n-grams of POS
sequences) and stylistic characteristics (e.g., sen-
tence and word length). They empirically show that
taking their suggested wide variety of textual fea-
tures into account works best to detect text reuse.
Their method outperforms previous methods on
every dataset on which their method was tested.

Fernando and Stevenson (2008) present an al-
gorithm that identifies paraphrases by using word-
similarity information derived from WordNet (Fell-
baum, 1998). They experiment with several mea-
sures for determining the similarity of two words
represented by their distance in the WordNet’s hi-
erarchy. Their methods turned out to work slightly
better than early works did—to which their meth-
ods are compared to.

Some works also consider the influence of word
ambiguity for plagiarism detection. Ceska and
Fox (2011) investigate whether ambiguous words
impact the accuracy of their plagiarism-detection
technique. Among others, they examine the re-
moval of stop words, lemmatization, number re-
placement and synonym recognition, and how they
affect accuracy. They find that number replacement,
synonym recognition, and word generalization can
slightly improve accuracy.

We want to find out about the role of ambiguous
words in a reuse scenario to define new require-

ments for text-reuse detection methods in historical
text as a long-term goal.

3 Study Design

We now describe our study design, including our
research question, datasets, and tools that we used.

3.1 Research Question
We formulate one research question:

RQ1. Is there a correlation between words that
are often replaced during text reuse and words that
are unambiguous (i.e., have one sense only)?

In other words, we ask whether unambiguous
words are more frequently substituted than ambigu-
ous words in reused text. We think that unambigu-
ous words are more likely replacement candidates
in a text that is reused, because thy probably trans-
port clearer information. This can depend on the
reuse motivation (e.g., the reason to create an edi-
tion). However, we want to learn if we can find a
trend that follows our conjecture.

3.2 Datasets
We use three English Bibles. The first is the
King James Version (KJV) from 1611–1769. It
has been annotated with word senses. The other
two Bibles are the Bible in Basic English (BBE)—
1941–1949—and Robert Young’s Literal Transla-
tion (YLT). YLT from 1862 very literally follows
the Hebrew and Greek language. Because these
Bibles follow different linguistic criteria, they offer
a greater lexical diversity. We consider both Bibles
as the counterpart of the text reuse (target text), and
the KJV as source text.

To obtain word senses for the latter two Bibles,
we use the word senses of KJV as training data for
a machine-learning task, which we then apply to
both BBE and YLT.

3.3 Methodology
Our methodology comprises three steps.

1) We identify word substitutions pairwise be-
tween KJV and BBE, and between KJV and YLT.
Therefore, we align words of a Bible verse hier-
archically by first associating identical words and
words wich have the same lemma in common, and
then we look for synonym, hypernym, hyperonym,
and co-hyponym relations between the words of
two Bible verses, which we use BabelSenses (Nav-
igli and Ponzetto, 2012), for.
2) We then compare the annotated words (multi-
and single-sense words) of the sense-annotated
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Bible tokens types
KJV 967,606 15,700
BBE 839,249 7,238
YLT 786,241 14,806

Table 1: General lexical information on the corpus

KJV with the substituted words from the former
step (cf. Fig. 1).
3) Finally, we identify word senses in both BBE
and YLT using a k-nearest neighbors classifier and
a support vector machine classifier trained with the
KJV annotations, and do the same comparison as
in step 2 to see whether our conjecture still holds or
not, or only holds for the new replacement words
in BBE and YLT.

Step 2 and 3 rely on annotated training data that
was created for KJV by Reganato et al. (2016).1

They used BabelNet synsets (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2012) to identify semantic concepts and disam-
biguate words using the word sense disambiguation
(WSD) system Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014). They
performed semantic indexing on their Bible corpus
after disambiguation and entity-linking. To eval-
uate the Babelfy output, they manually annotated
two chapters of their Bible. The confidence score
of the annotations is between 70%–100%.

4 Ambiguity in Replaced Words

Next, we investigate if words substituted between
Bibles are rather unambiguous than ambiguous.

4.1 Data Preparation and Corpus Overview

Because of the age of KJV (18th century), we
use MorphAdorner (Paetzold, 2015) for its lemma-
tization. We use the lemma output from Tree-
Tagger (Schmid, 1999) for both BBL and YLT.
We use the lemmas to query the BabelNet API
to find synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms and co-
hyponyms for a given word. We query BabelNet to
find synonyms, hypernyms, hyperonyms, and co-
hyponyms presenting potential replacements when
we compare the Bible verses. For orientation, Ta-
ble 1 gives an overview of the Bible vocabulary,
and Table 2 shows information on the annotation
data. Both tables show raw information on the
given corpora.

1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0787820/
bible

KJV annotated single-word lexelts 9,927
KJV annotated multi-word lexelts 2,794
total 12,721

Table 2: Information on annotated KJV Bible

4.2 Replacement Statistics

We first calculate the words that are substituted
by another word, pairwise between each KJV and
BBE, and between KJV and YLT. In Table 3 we
list an overview of types and tokens of words con-
taining relations such as synonyms, hyponyms, hy-
pernyms, and co-hyponmys. In total, we find 4,172
lexelts (words that have one or multiple meanings)
of the annotated KJV in the intersection with BBE
and 3,312 lexelts in the intersection with YLT.

In the following, we show and explain diagrams
of the results on these intersections. We relate the
number of replacement operations of lexelts to the
number of their senses. Note that the y-axis is log-
arithmic to compress the data points for clarity. In
Fig. 2 we normalize the number of replacements
between KJV and BBE by the number of senses,
with the result that—judged by the box and median
values—relatively above a sense number of four,
the increase of the number of replacement opera-
tions stagnates a bit. This behavior is confirmed
in Fig. 3, which shows the replacement operations
between KJV and YLT by sense numbers of the
replaced lexelts, again relative to the number of
senses. Here, a strong increase is visible from four
and six senses on (based on box and median).

5 Word Sense Disambiguation Task

Now, we investigate whether we obtain a similar re-
sult when we automatically disambiguate the word
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Figure 2: Relative numbers of replacement opera-
tions between KJV and BBE, per sense, normalized
by number of senses (logarithmic quantities shown)
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source Bible target Bible subst. types source B. subst. types target B. subst. tokens
KJV BBE 4,947 2,048 150,938
KJV YLT 3,915 4,094 74,851

Table 3: Substitution statistics between the Bibles
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Figure 3: Relative numbers of replacement opera-
tions between KJV and YLT, per sense, normalized
by the number of senses (logarithmic quantities
displayed)

senses using two different machine learning classi-
fiers.

5.1 Preparation of the Experiment

To obtain an understanding of the classifiers’ ac-
curacy, we first evaluate them using the given an-
notation data: we split the 66 files representing
the Bible (one book per file) randomly into two
thirds for training and one third for testing. We
train and test two classifiers (explained shortly).
We use three filter criteria for the testing data: i)
all word and sense classes are only considered in
the testing data if they also appear in the training
data; ii) only words (lexelts) with at least two dif-
ferent senses are considered, and iv) only words
with at least 30 instances per sense are considered.
We choose 30 as the instance threshold, because
we work with a 20-tokens-window feature space,
thus feature matrices turn out sparse. On the other
hand, we want to loose as few words as possible.
Table 4 shows the baseline accuracy of this prepara-
tory test, before we run the classifiers on our two
other Bibles.

classifier p r correct attempted total
KNN .678 .670 8317 12266 12408
SVM .679 .672 8334 12266 12408

Table 4: Performance—(p)recision and (r)ecall—
of the KNN and SVM on the annotated test data

Classifiers Used: We use two classifiers from the
sklearnpackage: the Linear Support Vector Classi-
fier (SVM) and the KNeighbors Classifier (KNN).
For the latter, we leave the number of neighbors
and the weight at their default value. Table 4 shows
the classifiers’ ground performance on the training
and testing data set from the annotated KJV Bible.
Error Rates per Sense Number: We further cal-
culate the averaged error per sense number for both
classifiers on the test data. Table 5 shows the results
for the sense number 2, 3 and 4.

5.2 Substitutions in two Automatically
Annotated Bibles

Now, we want to identify word senses in the two
extra Bibles as well. For performing the WSD anal-
ysis on the BBE and the YLT, we use all Bible
books of the annotated KJV Bible as training data
(but again use only lexelts with at least 30 instances
per sense to remain comparable), and the two clas-
sifiers already used before.

We find 88 lexelts contained in the intersection
set. Next, we describe the results of the intersection.
We intersect the words classified by SVM and KNN
with the words that were replaced among BBE
and KJV. Fig. 4 shows the results. The output of
the classified word senses from both, KNN and
SVM are intersected with the same replacement
operations identified in the previous section. Fig. 4
shows the replacements for both classifiers’ output.
Again, the ratio of replacements seems to stagnate
starting with a sense number of 5 (cf. Sec. 4.2 for
information on replaced types and tokens between
BBE and KJV, and YLT and KJV).

Next, we run the same procedure using substi-
tuted words between YLT and KLV. We find 138
lexelts in the intersection Fig. 5 interestingly shows

classifier no. of senses
2 3 4

KNN .47 .62 .74
SVM .46 .60 .70

Table 5: Averaged classification error per sense
number for the KNN and SVM classifier
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Figure 4: Relative numbers of replacement opera-
tions between BBE and KJV, per sense, normalized
by number of senses (logarithmic quantities shown)

a decrease of replacements with an increase of the
sense number of a word for results found using
the KNN classifier. This can be explained by the
closeness of YLT’s language to the ancient, orig-
inal text, and that its words in some contexts are
less commonly used. Thus, words are substituted
between YLT and KJV where none are substituted
in between BBE and KJV, e.g.:

• repl syn(sons,children) in [YLT,KJV], but
NOP(children,children) in [BBE,KJV] (cf.
Psalm 45:16)

• repl syn(flames,fire) in [YLT,KJV], but
NOP(fire,fire) in [BBE,KJV] (cf. Psalm 57:4)

• repl syn(prepared,fixed) in [YLT,KJV], but
NOP(fixed,fixed) in [BBE,KJV] (cf. Psalm
57:7)

• hypo(honour,glory) in [YLT,KJV], but
NOP(glory,glory) in [BBE,KJV] (cf. Psalm
57:8)

Thus, they are good candidates for a replacement
in a more common, even if older, translation as it
is KJV. The calculated results using the SVM clas-
sifier, however, do not show statistically reliable
data (too few data points for words with 1, 4 and 5
senses). Hence, we can not form an outcome based
on them.

6 Threats to Validity

External Validity: A threat is that the word senses
annotated in the King James Version of the Bible
are generated from Babel Senses and the Word
Sense Disambiguation system Bablelfy. Both use
BabelNet synsets as the underlying knowledge
base. Since we also use BabelNet to identify seman-
tic relationships between two words of two Bible
verses, we possibly find our conjecture influenced
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Figure 5: Relative numbers of replacement opera-
tions between YLT and KJV, per sense, normalized
by number of senses (logarithmic quantities shown)

negatively from the beginning, because a unique
word sense might never be given when its meaning
is harvested by means of context vectors, which
use a specific, surrounding context. This threat
might be overcome in future work. A broader hand-
annotated sense inventory together with a WSD
classification task might be chosen instead of the
given annotated Bible.
Internal Validity: A threat is that we can only
find intersections with words that were successfully
lemmatized upfront and for which we can find an
entry in BabelNet. A lemma lookup failed in 6,210
cases for the BBE Bible and in 11,312 cases for the
YLT Bible. No corresponding counterpart for a to-
ken was found 139,565 times for the intersection of
KJV with BBE, and 83,285 times for YLT. Lemma
lookups often failed when words contained special
characters (such as “’s”) due to a lemma-list clean-
ing we performed, or when a named entity was
not used in both verses, and a lowercase version
could not be found. Especially in the automated
annotated data we encounter low data points. In
the future we want to experiment with different
thresholds to find a good setting between recall and
precision.

Finally, we intentionally do not call our conjec-
ture hypothesis, since we do not perform hypothe-
sis testing using statistical tests, mainly since the
results do not indicate that our conjecture holds.
We are currently exploring other potential, discrim-
inating features. Upon indications that they hold,
we will perform statistical hypothesis testing.

7 Discussion

Our results show that—against the initial
conjecture—the likeliness of a word being re-
placed correlates to its number of senses (shown by
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the fact that—even though normalized—boxes in
Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 tend to raise instead of fall). There
is no conspicuousness in the use of unambiguous
words as potential substitution candidates in a
parallel para-phrasal corpus, such as the one used
in this paper. Thus, if a word is unambiguous, it
is no discriminating criteria for a word to be a
potential candidate for replacements in a reuse
situation. As mentioned in Sec. 6, this possibly
relies on the selection of the resources we use to
find semantic relatives (e.g., synonyms) for the
words in our parallel Bible corpus.

However, we found an interesting discrimination
in the second part of our experiment. It turned out
that between the YLT and the KJV indeed more un-
ambiguous words are in the replacement set. This
might be influenced by the fact that YLT contains
much more types when much fewer tokes were
replaced at the same time (cf. Table 3).

Moreover, we only tested the conjecture on one
genre (the Bible), whereas it might be possible that
other sorts of text reuse behave differently, which
also might be a further aspect to investigate.

8 Conclusion

We showed whether and how (ambiguous) words—
when substituted—correlate to the number of their
senses. In contrast to our initial conjecture, there is
no significance in the use of unambiguous words
as replacements candidates. Instead, the use of a
word as a substitution candidate for para-phrasal
reuse increases with the number of the senses of a
word. In future work, we strive to compare word
substitutions to another sense annotated dataset and
to define the ambiguity by a word’s appearance in
only one or multiple synonym sets directly. In any
case, we will further investigate the characteristics
of words from reused text to derive more under-
standing on how text is constituted when reused.
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Abstract 

This paper introduces the main components 
of the downloadable package of the 3.0 ver-
sion of the morphological analyser for Latin 
Lemlat. The processes of word form analysis 
and treatment of spelling variation performed 
by the tool are detailed, as well as the differ-
ent output formats and the connection of the 
results with a recently built resource for deri-
vational morphology of Latin. A light evalua-
tion of the tool’s lexical coverage against a 
diachronic vocabulary of the entire Latin 
world is also provided. 

1 Introduction 

A sector of the research area dealing with lin-
guistic resources and Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) tools that has seen a large growth 
across the last decade is the one dedicated to 
building, sharing and exploiting linguistic re-
sources and NLP tools for ancient languages. 
This has particularly concerned Latin and An-
cient Greek as essential means for accessing and 
understanding the so-called Classical tradition. 

Although Latin was among the first languages 
to be automatically processed with computers 
(thanks to the pioneering work done by the Ital-
ian Jesuit Roberto Busa since the late ‘40s), 
throughout history, computational linguistics has 
mainly focused on living languages. However, 
the start, in 2006, of the first two syntactically 
annotated corpora (treebanks) for Latin 1  gave 

                                                
1 These were the Index Thomisticus Treebank, based on 
texts of Thomas Aquinas (IT-TB; Passarotti, 2009) and the 
Latin Dependency Treebank (LDT; Bamman and Crane, 
2006), on texts of the Classical era. Later on, a third Latin 

rise to a kind of renaissance for linguistic re-
sources and NLP tools for ancient languages. 

Several textual and lexical resources, as well 
as NLP tools, are currently available for Latin. 
Given that out-of-context lemmatisation and 
morphological analysis of word forms are gener-
ally considered basic layers of linguistic analysis 
- in some way, feeding the subsequent ones - 
different morphological analysers were devel-
oped for Latin across the years. These are: Words 
(http://archives.nd.edu/words.html),  
Lemlat (www.lemlat3.eu), Morpheus 
(https://github.com/tmallon/morpheus),  
reimplemented in 2013 as Parsley 
(https://github.com/goldibex/parsley-
core), the PROIEL Latin morphology system 
(https://github.com/mlj/proiel-
webapp/tree/master/lib/morphology) and 
LatMor (http://cistern.cis.lmu.de).  
Morpheus, Parsley and LatMor are all capable of 
analysing word forms into their morphological 
representations including vowel quantity. 

Although Lemlat has proved to be the best 
performing morphological analyser for Latin to-
gether with LatMor2 and the one provided with 
the largest lexical basis (in terms of both selec-
tion of the lexicographic sources and processing 
of attested graphical variants), its impact on the 
research community has been narrowed for years 
by its limited accessibility. Only recently, the 
tool was made freely available, in its 3.0 version, 

                                                                       
treebank was made available in the PROIEL corpus (Haug 
and Jøndal, 2008), which includes the oldest extant versions 
of the New Testament in Indo-European languages and 
Latin texts from both the Classical and Late eras. All the 
three Latin treebanks are dependency-based. 
2 For the results of a comparison between the morphological 
analysers for Latin see Springmann et al. (2016, p. 389). 
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thanks to the collaboration between the CIRCSE 
Research Centre in Milan and the Istituto di Lin-
guistica Computazionale of CNR in Pisa (ILC-
CNR). This paper introduces the main compo-
nents of the downloadable package of Lemlat 
3.0.  

2 Lemlat 

First released as a morphological lemmatiser at 
the end of the 1980s at ILC-CNR (v 1.0; Bozzi 
and Cappelli, 1990; Marinone, 1990) and there 
enhanced with morphological features between 
2002 and 2005 (v 2.0; Passarotti, 2004), Lemlat 
relies on a lexical basis resulting from the colla-
tion of three Latin dictionaries (GGG: Georges 
and Georges, 1913-1918; Glare, 1982; Graden-
witz, 1904) for a total of 40,014 lexical entries 
and 43,432 lemmas, as more than one lemma can 
be included in one lexical entry. 

Lemlat was originally built for performing the 
automatic lemmatisation of the texts in the col-
lection of Latin grammarians by Heinrich Keil 
(1855-1880). Since the first version of Lemlat, 
one desideratum was pursuing a philological ap-
proach to lexical data, which was addressed by 
connecting the lexical basis of the tool with 
widely recognised reference dictionaries for Lat-
in, whose contents where collated and recorded 
carefully. In the light of such an approach, 
Georges and Georges (1913-1918) was chosen 
instead of Forcellini’s Lexicon Totius Latinitatis 
(1940). Indeed, although Forcellini is the Latin 
dictionary that comprises the highest number of 
lemmas, Lomanto (1980) demonstrates that 
Georges and Georges shows both a higher lexical 
richness and a better quality of the entries. 

Given that Forcellini is the Latin dictionary 
providing the largest Onomasticon, in the context 
of the development of the 3.0 version of Lemlat, 
its lexical basis was further enlarged by adding 
semi-automatically most of the Onomasticon 
(26,415 lemmas out of 28,178) provided by the 
5th edition of Forcellini (Budassi and Passarotti, 
2016).3 

2.1 Word Form Analysis 

Given an input word form that is recognised by 
Lemlat, the tool produces in output the corre-
sponding lemma(s) and a number of tags convey-
ing (a) the inflectional paradigm of the lemma(s) 
(e.g. first declension noun) and (b) the morpho-

                                                
3 For details about credits of the different versions of Lemlat 
see http://www.lemlat3.eu/about/credits/. 

logical features of the input word form (e.g. sin-
gular nominative), as well as the identification 
number (N_ID) of the lemma(s) in the lexical ba-
sis of Lemlat.4 No contextual disambiguation is 
performed. 

For instance, receiving in input the word form 
acrimoniae ‘pungency’, Lemlat outputs the cor-
responding lemma (acrimonia, N_ID: a0417), the 
tags for its inflectional paradigm (N1: first de-
clension noun) and those for the morphological 
features (feminine singular genitive and dative; 
feminine plural nominative and vocative). 

Lemlat is based on a database that includes 
several tables recording the different formative 
elements (segments) of word forms. The most 
important table is the “lexical look-up table”, 
whose basic component is the so-called LES 
(“LExical Segment”). The LES is defined as the 
invariable part of the inflected form (e.g. acri-
moni for acrimoni-ae). In other words, the LES is 
the sequence (or one of the sequences) of charac-
ters that remains the same in the inflectional par-
adigm of a lemma (hence, the LES does not nec-
essarily correspond either to the word stem or to 
the root). 

Lemlat includes a LES archive, in which LES 
are assigned an N_ID and a number of inflection-
al features among which are a tag for the gender 
of the lemma (for nouns only) and a code (called 
CODLES) for its inflectional category. According 
to the CODLES, the LES is compatible with the 
endings (called SF, “Final Segment”) of its in-
flectional paradigm, which are collected in a sep-
arate table in the database of Lemlat. For exam-
ple, the CODLES for the LES acrimoni is N1 (first 
declension nouns) and its gender is F (feminine). 
The word form acrimoniae is thus analysed as 
belonging to the LES acrimoni because the seg-
ment –ae is recognised as an ending compatible 
with a LES with CODLES N1. 

Segmenting a word form into the structure LES 
+ SF (acrimoni-ae) is just one of the possible op-
tions provided by Lemlat. Indeed, on one side, 
word forms can be analysed without any seg-
mentation like in the case of uninflected words 
(e.g. semper ‘always’). On the other side, more 
complex segmentation structures can be at work, 
including several different segments. This is the 
case, for instance, of the word form castigatissi-
musque ‘and the most punished’ (literal transla-
tion), which is segmented by Lemlat into castig-
at-issim-us-que, where castig is a LES (for the 

                                                
4  The tagset of Lemlat is compliant with EAGLES 
(http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES/browse.html). 
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verb castigo, ‘to punish’), at and issim are two 
SM (“Middle Segments”) representing the infix 
respectively for perfect participle (–at–) and su-
perlative degree (–issim–), us is a SF (singular 
masculine nominative) and the enclitics que is a 
SPF (“Post Final Segment”). Overall, the segmen-
tation of castigatissimusque has the structure 
LES+SM+SM+SF+SPF. Each kind of segment is 
stored in a specific table in the database of Lem-
lat. 

Finally, if the analysed word is morphological-
ly derived or if it is the basis of one or more 
morphologically derived word(s), its derivation 
cluster is provided (see Section 3). For instance, 
the input word form amabilem is analysed by 
Lemlat as singular masculine/feminine accusa-
tive of the adjective amabilis ‘lovable’. This 
lemma is part of a derivation cluster: amabilis is 
derived from the verb amo ‘to love’ and it is the 
basis for two derived words, namely the noun 
amabilitas ‘loveliness’ and the adjective inama-
bilis ‘unlovely’. Relations are connected with the 
specific word formation rule they instantiate. For 
instance, amabilis is stored as a second class 
deverbal adjective with suffix -a-bil-is. 

2.2 Spelling Variation 

Textual material written in Latin is spread across 
a diachronic span wider than two millennia. Fur-
thermore, Latin texts are distributed all over Eu-
rope and cover various kinds of genres. 

Such a situation makes Latin a language fea-
turing a large amount of spelling variations, due 
to several reasons, among which are the influ-
ence of local dialects, the writing conventions 
(which are subject to changes across time and 
place), as well as the style and the level of educa-
tion of the authors. 

Since its first version, Lemlat was designed to 
address the question of spelling variation. As 
mentioned above, one distinctive feature of Lem-
lat is its strict connection with the reference lexi-
cographic sources. Such a connection motivates 
also the treatment of graphical variants in Lem-
lat. Indeed, the lexical look-up table featuring the 
list of LES includes also those that are used by the 
tool for processing spelling variations. 

In the lexical look-up table, each lexical entry 
in dictionaries corresponds to as many lines as 
are the different LES required by Lemlat to pro-
cess its full inflectional paradigm, spelling varia-
tions included. All lines belonging to the same 
lexical entry are assigned the same N_ID. 

For instance, Glare (1982) records the Faliscan 
spelling variation haba for the first declension 

noun faba ‘horse-bean’. In the lexical look-up 
table of Lemlat, this results into two separate 
lines with the same N_ID. One line reports the 
LES fab (for faba). The other has the LES hab (for 
haba). Both the LES are assigned a code for gen-
der (feminine) and the same CODLES (N1). A 
specific field in the table is reserved for selecting 
the LES to use for building the lemma in the case 
of lexical entries featuring more than one LES. 
For faba, the LES fab is the one used, as the 
lemma in Glare (1982) is faba (and not haba). 

Along with recording different LES for the 
same lexical entry, there is also another strategy 
used by Lemlat to process spelling variations. In 
the case of variations that apply to sets of words 
sharing some graphical properties, a field in the 
look-up table records a code that permits to alter 
the LES while processing the data. For instance, a 
large number of words including the prefix 
trans– have forms featuring graphical variations 
of trans–, namely tra– and tras– (trans– is the 
citation form of the prefix reported by Glare, 
1982). In Lemlat, there are 35 lexical entries 
showing this spelling variation. All their LES are 
assigned a specific code (t02) in the lexical 
look-up table, which permits the alternation be-
tween the graphical forms of trans–. An example 
is the lemma transfero ‘to transport’. Although 
its LES is transfer, the presence of t02 makes 
Lemlat able to process also the graphical variants 
trafero and trasfero. 

Such an approach to spelling variation is at the 
same time a pro and a con. On one side, it makes 
Lemlat lexicologically motivated, as only those 
variations that are recorded in the reference dic-
tionaries are processed by the tool. On the other, 
it makes Lemlat rigid, as it allows to process on-
ly those graphical variants that are explicitly rec-
orded in the lexical look-up table.  

3 Derivational Morphology 

The analysis of inflectional morphology provid-
ed by Lemlat has been recently enhanced with 
information on derivational morphology. Built 
within the context of an ongoing project funded 
by the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innova-
tion Programme (under the Marie Skłodowska-
Curie Individual Fellowship), Word Formation 
Latin (WFL) is a derivational morphology re-
source for Latin that can also work as an NLP 
tool, thanks to its strict relation with Lemlat (Lit-
ta et al., 2016). 

In WFL the lemmas of Lemlat are connected 
by Word Formation Rules (WFRs). In WFL, 
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there are two main types of WFRs: (a) derivation 
and (b) compounding. Derivation rules are fur-
ther organised into two subcategories: (a) affixal, 
in its turn split into prefixal and suffixal, and (b) 
conversion, a derivation process that changes the 
Part of Speech (PoS) of the input word without 
affixation. 

WFL is built in two steps. First, WFRs are de-
tected. Then, they are applied to lexical data. Af-
fixal WFRs are found both according to previous 
literature on Latin derivational morphology (e.g. 
Fruyt, 2011; Jenks, 1911) and in a semi-
automatic manner. The latter is performed by 
extracting from the list of lemmas of Lemlat the 
most frequent sequences of characters occurring 
on the left (prefixes) and on the right (suffixes) 
sides of lemmas. The PoS for WFRs input and 
output lemmas as well as their inflectional cate-
gory are manually assigned. Further affixal 
WFRs are found by comparison with data. So 
far, 244 affixal WFRs have been detected: 94 
prefixal and 150 suffixal. 

Compounding and conversion WFRs are man-
ually listed by considering all the possible com-
binations of main PoS (verbs, nouns, adjectives), 
regardless of their actual instantiations in the lex-
ical basis. For instance, there are four possible 
types of conversion WFRs involving verbs: V-
To-N (claudo → clausa; ‘to close’ → ‘cell’), V-
To-A (eligo → elegans; ‘to pick out’ → ‘accus-
tomed to select, tasteful’), N-To-V (magister → 
magistro; ‘master’ → ‘to rule’), A-To-V (celer 
→ celero; ‘quick’ → ‘to quicken’). Each com-
pounding and conversion WFR type is further 
filtered by the inflectional category of both input 
and output. For instance, A1-To-V1 is the con-
version WFR that derives first conjugation verbs 
(V1) from first class adjectives (A1). 

Applying WFRs to lexical data requires that 
each morphologically derived lemma is assigned 
a WFR and is paired with its base lemma. All 
those lemmas that share a common (not derived) 
ancestor belong to the same “morphological fam-
ily”. For instance, nouns amator ‘lover’ and 
amor ‘love’, and adjective amabilis all belong to 
the morphological family whose ancestor is the 
verb amo. 

WFRs are modelled as one-to-may relations 
between lemmas. These relations are implement-
ed by a table in the database where they are en-
hanced with their attributes (type, category, af-
fix). So far, 299 WFRs have been applied, which 
build 5,348 morphological families and 23,340 
input-output relations. 

The contents of WFL can be accessed via a 
web application (available at 
http://wfl.marginalia.it; Culy et al., forth-
coming), which features a positive balance be-
tween potential of data extraction and simplicity, 
dynamism and interactivity. 

The web application represents the infor-
mation stored in the tables of the database as a 
graph. In this graph, a node is a lemma, and an 
edge is the WFR used to derive the output lemma 
from the input one (or two, in the case of com-
pounds), along with any affix used. The graph is 
represented as a collection of nodes and edges, 
and the set of morphological families is simply 
the set of connected subgraphs. 

Four distinct perspectives to query WFL are 
available from the web application: 
- by WFR – the primary interest is the WFR 

itself. This view enables research questions 
on the behaviour of a specific WFR. For ex-
ample, it is possible to view and download 
the list of all verbs derived from a noun 
through a conversive derivation process (e.g. 
radix ‘root’ → radicor ‘to grow roots’); 

- by affix – it acts similarly as above, but 
works more specifically on affixal behav-
iour. For example, this perspective enables to 
retrieve all masculine nouns featuring the 
suffix –tor and to verify how many of them 
correspond to a female equivalent ending in 
–trix; 

- by PoS – the primary interest is in the PoS of 
input and output lemmas. This view is useful 
for studies on macro-categories of morpho-
logical transformation, like nominalisation 
and verbalisation; 

- by lemma – it focuses on both derived and 
non-derived lemmas. It supports studies on 
the productivity of one specific morphologi-
cal family or a set of morphological families. 

The results of these browsing options are of three 
types: 
- lists of lemmas matching a query; 
- derivational clusters. This type of graph rep-

resents the derivational chain for a specific 
lemma, which includes all the lemmas de-
rived from the lemma selected, as well as all 
those the lemma is derived from; 

- summaries of the application of given WFRs 
to different PoS and the resulting lemmas. 
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4 Data Processing 

The database of Lemlat 3.0 is available at 
https://github.com/CIRCSE/LEMLAT3, where 
also a Command Line Interface (CLI) implemen-
tation of the tool for Linux, OSX and Windows 
can be downloaded. 

In particular, two versions are made available: 
(a) a client version, which requires a working 
MySQL server (www.mysql.com) containing the 
provided database and (b) a stand-alone version, 
which uses an embedded version of the database. 
Both the client and the stand-alone versions use 
the same CLI interface and can be run either in 
interactive or in batch mode. The interactive 
mode provides the user with the possibility of 
running Lemlat on one input word form at a 
time, selecting the lexical basis to use for analy-
sis (GGG only; Onomasticon only; GGG + On-
omasticon). The batch mode enables to process a 
bunch of word forms by entering either a file 
featuring the list of word forms to analyse or a 
full text. Three different formats are available for 
the output: plain text, XML and Comma-
Separated Values file (CSV). 

The output in the form of a plain text file re-
ports exactly the same information displayed in 
the interactive mode. For each analysis of a pro-
cessed word form, it provides (a) the segmenta-
tion of the word form into its formative elements, 
(b) its morphological features and (c) its lem-
ma(s) with the corresponding PoS. 

The XML output includes the complete analy-
sis for each processed word form organised into 
explicitly named elements and attributes, and can 
be validated against the provided DTD. 

The CSV file provides just basic lemmatisa-
tion, without morphological features. Each ana-
lysed word form is assigned its lemma and PoS 
(with gender for nouns). If a word form is as-
signed more than one lemma, these are provided 
on separate lines. 

The list of the not analysed word forms is pro-
vided in a separate plain text file with the same 
name of the input file and the extension “.unk”. 

Both in the plain text and in the XML output 
files, each lemma is assigned a feature coming 
from WFL that informs if it is morphologically 
simple, i.e. not derived, or complex, i.e. resulting 
from the application of a WFR. Each morpholog-
ically complex lemma is matched with (a) the 
lemma which it derives from (two lemmas, in 
case of compounding), (b) the type of WFR in-
volved, (c) the input and output PoS of the WFR 

and (d) the affix (prefix or suffix) if present in 
the derivation. 

5 Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the lexical coverage of Lem-
lat 3.0 on real texts, the full list of word forms 
extracted from Thesaurus Formarum Totius Lat-
inatis have been lemmatised (TFTL; Tombeur, 
1998). Widely recognised as the reference tool 
par excellence with regard to studies of Latin 
lexicon, TFTL is a large diachronic database col-
lecting the vocabulary of the entire Latin world 
ranging from the ancient Latin literature to Neo-
Latin works. Word forms are assigned their 
number of occurrences in the texts of the differ-
ent eras. 

400,886 out of the total 554,826 different 
forms of TFTL were analysed by Lemlat, for a 
total of 489,441 analyses, returning a coverage 
percentage of 72.254%.5 

However, among the 153,447 forms not ana-
lysed by Lemlat, there are prominently sequenc-
es of letters (e.g. aaa), numbers (e.g. CCC), and 
extremely rare word forms (e.g. aaliza, 1 occur-
rence in TFTL). Results are more reliably evalu-
ated by looking at the number of textual occur-
rences of the words analysed by Lemlat, com-
pared to the total number of occurrences in 
TFTL. The sum of absolute frequencies of all 
word forms in TFTL is 62,922,781. The sum of 
absolute frequencies of those analysed by Lemlat 
is 61,881,702. Thus, Lemlat can analyse 
98.345% of the occurrences in the TFTL texts. 

6 Discussion and Future Work 

Lemlat processes word forms by segmentation, 
finding compatible connections of formative el-
ements, which are recorded in the tables of a da-
tabase. Such rigid approach to morphological 
processing looks quite out-of-date if compared 
with the most widespread techniques currently 
used to perform automatic morphological analy-
sis. In particular, several finite-state packages are 
today available6, which feature both large lexical 
coverage and high flexibility, especially when 
they are connected to data driven techniques for 

                                                
5 The number of analyses is higher than the number of ana-
lysed forms, because a single word form can be assigned 
more than one lemma. 
6 See, for instance, the Helsinki Finite-State Transducer 
(Lindén et al. 2009), the Stuttgart Finite-State Transducer 
Tools (Schmid, 2005), the OpenFST library for weighted 
finite-state transducers (Allauzen et al., 2007) and the Foma 
finite-state library (Hulden, 2009). 
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statistical processing with weighted transducers 
(Pirinen, 2015) and for inflectional class infer-
ence (Dreyer et al. 2008). Moreover, the finite-
state approach makes it possible to use the same 
code to handle both analysis and generation. 

The segmentation-based approach pursued by 
Lemlat is due to two main reasons. 

First, despite its recent availability, Lemlat is 
an old tool, being conceived in the early 1980s 
(Marinone, 1983), a time when the finite-state 
turn in computational morphology was still in its 
infancy. 7  Actually, the process of word form 
analysis performed by Lemlat is quite similar to 
that of finite-state morphology, as they share the 
basic assumption that natural language words are 
formed of concatenated “pieces” which are com-
patible to each other. The formative elements 
recognised by Lemlat in word forms can be seen 
as states and their relations as directed arcs con-
trolled by rules. Basically, Lemlat formalises the 
lexicon as a finite-state transducer and analyses 
words as sequences of compatible segments. 
However, two (important) differences remain: (a) 
Lemlat is not meant to generate morphologically 
well-formed words; (b) Lemlat does not include 
rules for constraining lexical/surface correspond-
ences, as it treats phonological alternations just 
like regular sequences of explicitly recorded 
segments. 

Second, Lemlat was primarily built to address 
the needs of philologists, who are more interest-
ed in processing data according to reference lexi-
cographic sources than in having a flexible and 
computationally efficient tool able to perform 
(also) lexical generation. Indeed, one distinctive 
feature of Lemlat is the quality of its lexical ba-
sis, which enables the tool to process all the 
graphical inflectional variants attested for the 
lexical entries in the reference dictionaries. Alt-
hough such lexical basis allows for quite a broad 
textual coverage (see Section 5), several lemmas 
belonging to different phases of Medieval Latin 
are still missing. For this reason and to keep sup-
porting Lemlat with quality lexicographic 
sources, we plan to expand its lexical basis with 
all the entries of Du Cange’s (1883-1887) Glos-
sarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis. 

Furthermore, while still keeping the original 
philological approach Lemlat is built upon, in the 

                                                
7 The publication that mostly contributed to start such a turn 
is the 1983 dissertation by Kimmo Koskenniemi on a for-
malism to describe phonological alternations in finite-state 
terms, which he called “Two-Level Morphology” (Kosken-
niemi, 1983). An historical overview on finite-state mor-
phology is given by Karttunen and Beesley (2005). 

near future we plan to enhance it with a statisti-
cal guesser, which might process those word 
forms that are not recognised by Lemlat. 

As mentioned, Lemlat is an out-of-context 
morphological analyser. The structure of the 
running text is lost and no contextual disambigu-
ation of multiple analyses is performed. The cur-
rent availability of annotated corpora for Latin, 
like the three dependency treebanks (see Section 
1), made it possible to train a number of proba-
bilistic PoS taggers and lemmatisers. For in-
stance, two parameter files for Latin are available 
for TreeTagger (Schmid, 1999). One file is based 
on the IT-TB, while the other is built upon data 
joint from the three Latin treebanks. Recently, 
pre-trained tagging models for Latin (based on 
the versions of the three Latin treebanks availa-
ble in Universal Dependencies 1.3; 
http://universaldependencies.org/) were 
provided by RDRPOSTagger version 1.2.2 
(Nguyen et al., 2014) with those for other 40 
languages. Tagging accuracy ranges from 90.39 
for the LDT to 98.24 for the IT-TB, PROIEL 
standing somewhere in the middle (95.78).8 

The large lexical coverage and the high quality 
of analysis provided by Lemlat can be helpful for 
improving the performances of PoS taggers, by 
enhancing the tools with a morphological lexicon 
that provides all the possible pairs of lemma and 
morphological features for each word form. For 
instance, such a lexicon is used in popular PoS 
taggers like TreeTagger and MorphoDiTa (Stra-
ková et al. 2014). Although Lemlat was con-
ceived to analyse input words and not to generate 
morphologically well-formed words, the result of 
the analysis performed on TFTL (see Section 5) 
is just a morphological lexicon for Latin provid-
ing large coverage of attested word forms. 

Finally, a web application of Lemlat will be 
made available at www.lemlat3.eu, enabling 
users to process either single words or short 
texts. The web application of Lemlat will be 
linked and merged with that of WFL, thus 
providing one common environment for the on-
line processing and visualisation of both inflec-
tional and derivational morphology of Latin. 
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Abstract

We present HistoBankVis, a novel visu-
alization system designed for the inter-
active analysis of complex, multidimen-
sional data to facilitate historical linguistic
work. In this paper, we illustrate the vi-
sualization’s efficacy and power by means
of a concrete case study investigating the
diachronic interaction of word order and
subject case in Icelandic.

1 Introduction

The increasing availability of digitized data for
historical linguistic research has led to an in-
creased use of quantitative methods, with an em-
ployment of increasingly sophisticated statistical
methods (Manning and Schütze, 2003; Baayen,
2008; Hilpert and Gries, 2016). However,
diachronic investigations involve understanding
highly complex interactions between various lin-
guistic and extra-linguistic features and structures.
Due to the complexity of this multidimensional
data, significant patterns may not be uncovered or
understood.

We therefore designed HistoBankVis, a novel
visualization system which facilitates the investi-
gation of historical change by integrating methods
coming from the field of Visual Analytics (Keim
et al., 2008). HistoBankVis allows a researcher to
interact with the data directly and efficiently while
exploring correlations between linguistic features
and structures. Our system in effect consigns to
history the painstaking work of finding patterns
across various different tables of features, num-
bers and statistical significances. Rather, in our
system, the researcher can first identify certain
features to be investigated and within minutes can

obtain an at-a-glance overview that provides infor-
mation about whether interesting patterns can in-
deed be identified across features over time. Rel-
evant patterns can then be further analyzed by
drilling down to individual data points and new
hypotheses can be generated. These hypotheses
may then be tested anew with respect to a fresh
look at the data. Given that historical data typi-
cally present a data sparsity problem, we also pro-
vide multiple different ways of calculating or esti-
mating statistical significance, e.g. Euclidean dis-
tance, to deal with the small number of data points.

The efficacy of HistoBankVis is exemplified via
a concrete test case, namely a syntactic investi-
gation of the Icelandic Parsed Historical Corpus
(IcePaHC, Wallenberg et al., 2011). The IcePaHC
is annotated in the Penn TreeBank style (Marcus
et al., 1993) and consists of 61 texts with around
one million words covering all attested stages of
Icelandic.

The visualization not only identifies changing
syntactic features in IcePaHC ad-hoc by means of
a well-structured statistical analysis process, but
also supports the researcher in the generation and
validation of hypotheses. Moreover, the visual-
ization bridges the gap between annotated values,
statistical analyses and the actual underlying data
by providing access to the original sentences from
IcePaHC during a data filter and selection process.

2 Related Work

Visualizations tailored to the analysis of historical
linguistic data range from work on modal verbs
within historical academic discourse (Lyding et
al., 2012) to the cross-linguistic spread of new
suffixes throughout mass media (Rohrdantz et al.,
2012; Rohrdantz, 2014), the semantic change of
word meanings (Rohrdantz et al., 2011) and the
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Figure 1: The workflow of our novel visualization system: based on the analysis task, the user splits
documents into sentences, extracts and filters for relevant linguistic factors (=dimensions) as well as
customized or pre-defined time periods. The visualization provides different levels of detail that the user
can switch back and forth between. The system crucially allows for a feed-back loop by which the user
can iterate back to refilter or modify the underlying data.

evolution of meanings as represented in dictionar-
ies (Theron and Fontanillo, 2015). With respect
to Icelandic and IcePaHC, Butt et al. (2014) and
Schätzle and Sacha (2016) designed a glyph vi-
sualization for the analysis of individual factors
leading to syntactic change. HistoBankVis builds
on the experiences gathered while working on the
glyph visualization. In particular, the glyph visual-
ization was not able to deal elegantly with the po-
tentially large amounts of interacting data dimen-
sions that are of interest for any kind of historical
linguistic research question. The system also re-
lied on specific assumptions about the nature of
the data and the research questions to be pursued.

The goal of HistoBankVis thus is to provide
both a more generically applicable system for his-
torical linguistic research and a more flexible in-
vestigation of data dimensions, allowing for ex-
ploratory access to a potentially high number of
factors. The system also either provides for the
possibility of analyzing each factor at a time or to
look at interactions of interrelated factors on de-
mand.

3 The HistoBankVis System
3.1 Iterative Analysis Workflow

The idea behind HistoBankVis is an iterative
workflow, displayed in Figure 1. The text data
are processed by extracting linguistic factors
which have been identified by the researcher as
relevant for the task at hand. This is typically
done by a previous careful consultation of the rel-
evant theoretical literature. In what follows, we
call these linguistic factors dimensions and their
possible values features. For example, the linguis-
tic factor voice is a data dimension containing the
features active, passive and middle. Based on the
analysis task, the user can filter for a subset of
the data (e.g., only certain dimensions/features or
only sentences from a specific set of genres or time

periods). To visualize the historical developments
of dimensions over time, the researcher needs to
define time periods for the comparison . The
visualization then allows the researcher to in-
teractively compare the distribution of all selected
features and dimensions of the filtered sentences
across the different time periods. The visualiza-
tion moreover provides details-on-demand on all
views via mouse interaction techniques. Finally,
the user can react to the insights collected from the
visualization and test new hypotheses by interact-
ing directly with the system . Interactions could
involve changes in the data processing, adapting
the filters or modifying the time periods.

3.2 Data Processing

As part of a concrete case study, we are cur-
rently working with HistoBankVis to investigate
the interaction between subject case and word or-
der. Although Icelandic is generally taken to have
changed only little with respect to syntax and mor-
phology (Thráinsson, 1996; Rögnvaldsson et al.,
2011), several changes with respect to word or-
der have been documented (e.g., Kiparsky (1996),
Rögnvaldsson (1996) and Hróarsdóttir (2000) on
the change from OV to VO and Franco (2008) and
Sigurðsson (1990) on the decrease of V1). Some
questions regarding Icelandic on the basis of the
existing literature are: Which strategies are used
to mark grammatical relations? Do these strate-
gies change in the history of Icelandic?

In order to investigate these questions, we iden-
tified relevant linguistic dimensions based on in-
formation contained in the theoretical literature
and automatically extracted these dimensions via
Perl scripts from the annotation of IcePaHC. We
included information about the type of verb, voice,
word order, case and valency. These dimensions
were furthermore mapped onto the sentence IDs
contained in IcePaHC. These sentence IDs pro-
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Figure 2: The filter module : The researcher can
filter for data from specific years containing only
specific data features before generating a data set
with previously selected dimensions.

vide information about the year date, the name and
the genre of the text in which the sentence occurs.
As part of our preprocessing, we used this infor-
mation to generate a well-structured database that
HistoBankVis can operate on.

3.3 Task-based Filtering

Once the data has been processed, the researcher
has the option of filtering for sentences with rele-
vant properties. Besides filtering for data within
a specific time frame, the researcher can visu-
ally construct SQL-like filters for features in the
database. Based on the analysis task, the dimen-
sions and features can be combined with logi-
cal AND- or OR-functions. For example in Fig-
ure 2, we filtered for sentences which contain the
word order OVS, i.e., (direct) object, verb, subject,
within texts from 1750 to 1900 CE. The researcher
then further selects the dimensions for analysis,
e.g., subject case, voice, word order and the verbs
involved. Each sentence matching the configured
filter can be analyzed by displaying it and its Penn
Treebank annotation in conjunction with all avail-
able extracted features on demand. Thus, the fil-
tering component of HistoBankVis serves as a pre-
processing system on its own, providing the re-
searcher with a more fine-grained view on the data
by only selecting a certain number of dimensions
and/or a subset of sentences. This not only allows
the researcher to become familiar with and explore
the data set at hand, but also furthers the under-
standing of the data quality by granting access to
detailed information about each data point. Ad-
ditionally, the filtered data set can be downloaded
as a CSV-file to be processed in a different tool of
choice.

3.4 Analyzing Change over Time

To analyze and visualize the selected dimensions
over time, the researcher has to first specify rel-
evant time periods . For Icelandic, our
system automatically supports two common divi-
sions into time periods: (1) Old and Modern Ice-
landic, i.e., 1150–1550 and 1550–2008 CE (e.g.,
see Thráinsson (1996); referred to as Range A
in the following); (2) more fine-grained periods
as defined per Haugen (1984), i.e., 1150–1350,
1350–1550, 1550–1750, 1750-1900, and 1900–
2008 CE (referred to as Range B in what follows).
The system also allows the user to enter fully cus-
tomized periods.

Compact Matrix Visualization We provide a
compact matrix repre-
senting an understand-
ing about differences
between the selected di-
mensions across time
periods. Each row and
column of the matrix

corresponds to one period. This especially facil-
itates the comparison of the first period to all oth-
ers and every period with its predecessor (entries
along the diagonal of the matrix). HistoBankVis
provides two comparison modes: statistical sig-
nificance and distance based. In both modes the
difference between two periods is mapped onto a
colormap (red depicts a high and white
a low significance/distance). To measure the sta-
tistical significance, HistoBankVis supports a χ2-
test. Here the p-value is mapped to the colormap:
red corresponds to p = 0 and white to p ≥ 0.2.

indicates that the difference is statistically sig-
nificant (with α = 0.05) and signals the absence
of necessary preconditions. Alternatively, the Eu-
clidean distance can be used when the necessary
preconditions for the χ2-test are not met, e.g., in
order to deal with problems of data sparsity. A
high Euclidean distance reflects a large difference
in the compared distributions and indicates high
significance. The visual patterns in the matrix
view serve as a measure of quality and “interest-
ingness" as one can quickly spot combinations of
periods which differ significantly and should be
investigated further.

Difference Histograms Visualization While
the overview matrix is a useful means to quickly
gain insights, difference histograms provide a view
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Figure 3: Difference histograms for the distribu-
tion of subject case and word order in transitive
sentences in Old versus Modern Icelandic.

with more details on the diachrony of individual
features. Each time period is visualized as one bar
chart, see Figure 3 for Range A. Each dimension
is encoded via a different color, e.g., blue for sub-
ject case and orange for word order. The height of
one bar corresponds to the percentage of sentences
containing the respective features. Additional in-
formation, such as the underlying sentences, the
exact percentages and the relative size of the fea-
ture occurrence compared to the overall text size
can be accessed via several interaction techniques.

The comparison of bar heights along different
periods provides insights on which dimensions
and/or combinations of features change over time.
We furthermore computed the difference between
two neighboring periods and visualized this as a
separate bar chart below the percentages of fea-
tures in the histograms. The color green indicates
that a feature increased compared to the previous
period and red indicates that the feature decreased,
e.g., SVO increases in Figure 3, while VSO de-
creases. The system also allows for other compar-
ison modes such as the option of comparing each
time period with the first or last period, with the
average of all periods, or with the average of all
periods before the current one in order to make
deviating features stand out and to observe trends.

3.5 Hypothesis Generation and Feedback

Once the patterns in the data have been explored,
hypotheses tested and perhaps new ones formed,
the researcher can feed the knowledge gained back
into each of the individual parts of the system
by changing the filters, trying out different time
periods or by going back to the data process-
ing step and including different or more features.
This creates an iterative analysis process in which
knowledge-based and data-driven modeling are
combined.

3.6 Access and Usability

HistoBankVis is implemented as an on-line
browser-app and is freely available via our web-
site.1 The website includes a demo video which
guides the user through the different analysis
steps. Each analysis step performed by the user
(e.g., applied filters or selected dimensions) and
the current views (e.g., difference histograms) are
encoded by uniquely identified URLs. The URL
scheme allows a researcher to easily store and
retrieve visualizations with different properties.
It also allows for knowledge and data exchange
between researchers supporting collaborative re-
search projects since URLs representing a certain
view on the data can be shared with other re-
searchers locally or non-locally.

Besides the IcePaHC dataset, which Histo-
BankVis uses as its default data set, the system
makes provision for researchers who would like
to load their own data into HistoBankVis. The
specifications for the new data sets are also pro-
vided. The data needs to be in a tab-separated for-
mat in which each line starts with a unique ID fol-
lowed by the year date corresponding to the entry
and an arbitrary number of data dimensions. Ad-
ditionally, a file with meta information about the
source texts (e.g., the text itself and/or the syntac-
tically parsed sentence structure) can be uploaded
as well. The mapping between the data dimen-
sions and meta information is done via the unique
ID. Further instructions and an example data set
with abstract dimensions and values are available
on our website, providing the user with more in-
formation on how to prepare and structure the data
set.

4 Case Study

The visualizations above were obtained as part
of an on-going investigation into correlations be-
tween word order and dative subjects. First, we
investigated the word order distribution across all
subjects in Old and Modern Icelandic by filtering
for sentences containing a subject (S), a verb (V)
and a direct object (O/O1). We subsequently vi-
sualized the dimensions subject case and word or-
der. The difference histograms not only show that
SVO is the dominant order for both time periods,
but also that SVO is slightly increasing over time,
accompanied by a concomitant decrease of VSO,

1http://histobankvis.dbvis.de
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Figure 4: Word order within the past two time pe-
riods from Range B for dative subjects. See Fig-
ure 7 in the Appendix for all periods.

see Figure 3. Moreover, the subjects involved are
mainly nominative and more rarely dative.

Following this initial broad look at the data, we
took a more nuanced look and visualized the data
with respect to Range B. Here, the distance matrix
(see Section 3.4) revealed at-a-glance that there is
a significant change in the last two time periods.
By comparing each range with the previous one,
a fairly large increase of SVO becomes visible in
the last time stage (cf. the green bar under SVO1
in Figure 4), while VSO is further decreasing, as
shown by the red bar underneath VSO1. Dative
subjects also increase slightly in the last range (see
Figure 5 in the Appendix).

Given these findings, a separate analysis of
word order in dative and nominative subjects was
in order. This could easily be done by configur-
ing the filter settings to only include either da-
tive or nominative subjects. While the word or-
der histograms for nominative subjects (see Fig-
ure 6 in the Appendix) conform to the overall de-
velopments of word order for all subjects, dative
subjects pattern differently. The difference his-
tograms in Figure 4 show that VSO is the dom-
inant word order for dative subject sentences un-
til around 1900, which is when SVO surpasses
VSO as dominant order following a continuous in-
crease.

Strikingly, we found the OVS order to be stand-
ing out in the second to last time stage by devi-
ating strongly from the average appearance in the
other stages. We thus filtered the data once more
for only OVS and noted that the verbs found in the
relevant time period are mainly experiencer predi-
cates, such as líka ’like, please’, see Figure 2. We
postulate that these experiencer verbs are subject
to lexicalization over time and are changing from a
structure in which the experiencer/goal is realized

as a structural object to a structure whose sentient
experiencer/goal participant is instead realized as a
structural subject. I.e., something like This pleases
me, in which the experiencer is an object is in-
stead realized as I like this, where the experi-
encer is a subject. The general ability of experi-
encer/goal arguments to be realized in principle as
either an experiencer subject or an undergoer/goal
object has been well documented across languages
(cf. Grimshaw, 1990), as have general linguistic
principles by which sentient/animate participants
are preferentially realized as subjects (e.g., Dowty,
1991). We postulate that the Icelandic pattern is
an instance of a historical change by which ex-
periencer participants are increasingly realized as
dative subjects. Our findings are also in line with
recent research on the interaction between middle
morphology and dative subjects by Schätzle et al.
(2015).

Recall that we also found an overall change to-
wards SVO word order. We postulate that this
points towards the development of a fixed prever-
bal subject position in the history of Icelandic with
the 19th century as a major key turning point. Da-
tive subjects show a slower tendency to follow this
development. We explain this slower tendency by
the fact that experiencer/goal arguments were not
canonical subjects and that many of them under-
went reanalysis from object to subject first.

Other changes with respect to Icelandic word
order have been reported to happen around the
same time, e.g. the decrease of V1 (Sigurðsson,
1990; Butt et al., 2014) and the loss of OV
(Hróarsdóttir, 2000). These and other findings
are the subject of on-going work, also with the
aid of HistoBankVis. We hope to have been able
to demonstrate the efficacy of HistoBankVis with
this snap shot of our on-going historical work.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a powerful new visual-
ization tool, HistoBankVis, which facilitates the
detection and analysis of language change with re-
spect to an annotated corpus. By means of just a
few clicks, we were able to investigate changes in
word order in interaction with subject case.

Our method combines knowledge-based and
data-driven modeling. The system was developed
on the IcePaHC, but has been set up in a gen-
eralized manner so that it can be applied to any
Penn Treebank-style annotated corpus or indeed
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any annotated corpus as the visualization builds on
a database designed to process any kind of well-
structured data set.

HistoBankVis can also be used as a prepro-
cessing and filtering tool without the visualization
module as it allows for the export of filtered data
sets. That is, the user can simply choose to fil-
ter the data set according to some features and
dimensions that they specify. The user does not
need to proceed on to a visualization of the se-
lected dimensions, but can choose to export just
those filtered records. If the user does choose to
proceed to the visualization, the fact that the visu-
alization is implemented as a browser-app means
that each analysis step remains accessible via a
single identification URL. This not only facilitates
a collaborative research structure by allowing re-
searchers to share their analyses and perspectives
on the data across machines, it also facilitates the
analysis process since individual perspectives on
the data can be stored and individual analyses can
be (re)retrieved at any time.

Finally, we hope to have demonstrated that His-
toBankVis represents a novel and effective visu-
alization system which immensely facilitates the
investigation of historical language change.
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Appendix

Figure 5: Word order and subject case for Range
B: The blue bars represent the general distribution
of subject case within the filtered data set (sen-
tences containing a subject, a direct object and
a verb). The orange bars represent the possible
word order patterns occurring in the data. Over
time, SVO increases consistently with respect to
each previous time period (green bar). At the same
time, VSO decreases (red bar). The dimension
subject case remains stable until the last time pe-
riod in which a slight increase of dative subjects is
visible.

Figure 6: Word order for Range B for nominative
subjects. The diachrony of the word order pat-
terns corresponds to the one found for all subjects
(as displayed in Figure 5), i.e., VSO is decreasing
across the time stages, while SVO is increasing.

Figure 7: Word order for Range B for dative sub-
jects. VSO is the dominant word order up un-
til the last time stage in which SVO becomes the
dominant word order after continuously increas-
ing along the whole corpus. Moreover, OVS word
order stands out in the second to last time stage.
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Abstract

To be able to use existing natural lan-
guage processing tools for analysing his-
torical text, an important preprocessing
step is spelling normalisation, convert-
ing the original spelling to present-day
spelling, before applying tools such as tag-
gers and parsers. In this paper, we com-
pare a probablistic, language-independent
approach to spelling normalisation based
on statistical machine translation (SMT)
techniques, to a rule-based system com-
bining dictionary lookup with rules and
non-probabilistic weights. The rule-based
system reaches the best accuracy, up to
94% precision at 74% recall, while the
SMT system improves each tested period.

1 Introduction

Language technology for historical texts poses
several challenges, as earlier stages of languages
are under-resourced. But language technology is
helpful both to researchers in Digital Humanities
and Diachronic Linguistics. Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tools are needed at all levels of
processing, but spelling is a particularly obvious
candidate, for at least two reasons. First, historical
variants not only differ from present-day spellings.
They also often lack normalisation within their
period – the same word often appears with sev-
eral different spellings inside the same document.
Thus, even simple lexicon-based research is ham-
pered by complex corpus queries and low recall.
Second, spelling variants can affect all other sub-
sequent processing levels – tokenisation, part-of-
speech tagging and parsing. For example, frequent
variants like call’d for called lead to a tokeni-
sation error, which in turn results in wrong tag-
ging (call NN d MD), and as a consequence pars-
ing quality is also affected. Rayson et al. (2007),

Scheible et al. (2011) and Schneider et al. (2014)
report that about half of the changes induced by
automatic spelling normalisation lead to improved
tagging and parsing, which makes it a vital con-
tributor to improved tagging and parsing of histor-
ical texts.

Several approaches for mapping historical vari-
ants to present-day standard spelling have been
proposed. For English, on which we are go-
ing to focus in this article, VARiant Detector 2
(VARD) (Baron and Rayson, 2008) is a popu-
lar spelling normalisation tool, but there are other
possible approaches. Pettersson et al. (2014) com-
pared three statistical approaches: 1) a filtering ap-
proach, 2) a Levenshtein-distance approach, and
3) a character-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) approach. These approaches were applied
to five languages, and for four of these (includ-
ing English), the SMT-based approach yielded the
best results.

In this paper, we compare the results of ap-
plying the SMT-based spelling normalisation ap-
proach to the ARCHER corpus of historical En-
glish and American texts, to the results achieved
for VARD2 on the same corpus. The compar-
ison is interesting as the approaches are signifi-
cantly different: SMT is a probablistic, language-
independent approach, whereas VARD2 combines
lexicon-lookup with rules and non-probabilistic
weights.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 The ARCHER Corpus

As corpus of application, we use ARCHER (Biber
et al., 1994), a historical corpus sampled from
British and American texts from 1600-1999 and
across several registers. Its current version (V 3.2)
contains 3.2 million words. Since there are in-
creasingly fewer non-standard spelling variants in
later texts, we have only used texts until 1850.
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The increasing scarcity of non-standard spelling
also gives rise to a new research question: from
which point on does spelling normalisation intro-
duce more errors than correcting the few remain-
ing non-standard spelling variants?

For the training phase, we have manually anno-
tated 109 documents (about 200,000 words), strat-
ified by 4 periods (1650-99, 1700-49, 1750-99,
1800-49), with a total of 6,975 manual normal-
isations. For evaluation, we have manually an-
notated a further 30 documents, containing 1,467
normalisations. The ARCHER corpus has been
carefully sampled and aims to be genre-balanced,
which provides us with a realistic real-world sce-
nario.

A first observation that we have made is that
while the amount of non-standard spelling de-
creases (from a mean of 315 per document in the
period 1600-1649 to 24 in the period from 1800-
49), the variance is very large (the standard devia-
tion in the period 1600-1649 is 266, in the period
from 1800-49 it is 52), indicating that individual
styles vary considerably.

2.2 SMT

In the SMT-based approach, spelling normalisa-
tion is treated as a translation task, which could be
solved using statistical machine translation (SMT)
techniques. To address changes in spelling rather
than the full translation of words and phrases, the
translation system is trained on sequences of char-
acters instead of word sequences.

In our experiments, we use the same settings for
SMT-based spelling normalisation as presented
in Pettersson et al. (2013), that is a phrase-
based translation model, using Moses with all its
standard components (Koehn et al., 2007), and
IRSTLM for language modelling (Federico et al.,
2008). For aligning the characters in the histori-
cal part of the corpus to the corresponding charac-
ters in the modern version of the corpus, the word
alignment toolkit GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) is
applied, implementing the IBM models commonly
used in SMT (Brown, 1993). The same default set-
tings as for standard machine translation are used,
with the following exceptions:

1. The system is trained on sequences of char-
acters instead of word sequences.

2. Reordering is switched off during training,
since it is unlikely that the characters are to
be reordered across the whole word.

3. The maximum size of a phrase (sequence of
characters) is set to 10, a setting previously
shown to be successful for character-based
machine translation between closely related
languages (Tiedemann , 2009).

2.3 VARD2
The automatic normalisation tool VARD2 (Baron
and Rayson, 2008) is a rule-based system, which
can be customized to learn more rules from anno-
tated corpora and adapt weights to them. The first
version of VARD was a pure dictionary-based sys-
tem. VARD2 extends this approach as follows.

First, every word that is not found in the tool’s
present-day English (PDE) spelling lexicon is
marked as a candidate. Second, PDE variants for
candidates are found and ranked, according to the
following three methods:

1. the original VARD replacement dictionary

2. a variant of SoundEx, which maps phoneti-
cally similar words onto each other

3. letter replacement rules, which represent
commmon patterns of spelling variation, for
example interchanging v and u or dropping
word-final e.

These rules are given a non-probabilistic confi-
dence score, and each replacement candidate is
also weighted by edit distance. When further an-
notated corpora are added, the replacement dictio-
nary is extended and the weights of the three meth-
ods are optimised.

As VARD2 is a rule-based and non-probabilistic
system, the question arises how it performs
in comparison to state-of-the-art statistical ap-
proaches. It has been shown, for example in
the domain of part-of-speech tagging (Samuelsson
and Voutilainen, 1997; Loftsson, 2008), that care-
fully written rule-based systems can perform at the
same level or better than statistical systems.

3 Results

3.1 Annotation, Inter-Annotator Agreement
For evaluating the SMT method, we used the man-
ual annotation of ARCHER (split into 90% train-
ing and 10% evaluation) as the first evaluation
method. For the evaluation of VARD2, and for
comparing VARD2 to SMT, we used the manually
annotated 30 documents described in Section 2.1.

When annotating the evaluation set, we no-
ticed that while in most cases normalisation is
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clear, there are several reasons why inter-annotator
agreement is considerably lower than 100%. Four
important reasons are: first, there are cases where
it is unclear if a variant is PDE or not. A good
example is thou hast where VARD2 by default
changes hast to have, although this is, in the opin-
ion of one annotator, rather a change of morpho-
logical inflection than of spelling. Second, if dic-
tionaries list alternative readings (e.g. British and
American), should one normalise? Third, it is un-
clear how strict to be with hyphenation: should
sun-shine or bridle-way be corrected? Fourth,
particularly in the recent texts, where only every
100th or 200th word has a non-standard spelling,
it is very easy to overlook variants.

A subset of our evaluation corpus, comprising 7
documents, was annotated by two of the authors.
On the possible 529 normalisations, they agreed
on 439, which corresponds to an inter-annotator
agreement of 83%. We corrected obvious over-
sights and otherwise took the annotations of the
author who had annotated the training set.

3.2 SMT

For the SMT-based experiments, we need to train
a translation model and a language model. For the
translation model, we use pairs of historical word
forms mapped to their corresponding normalised
spelling, to calculate the likelihood that certain se-
quences in the target language (i.e. the modern
spelling) are translations of the sequences in the
source language (i.e. the historical word forms).
Such word pairs were extracted from the training
part of the ARCHER corpus (as described in Sec-
tion 2.1) and split into a pure training part and a
tuning part (as required by the Moses system) by
extracting every 10th word form to the tuning part,
and the rest of the word forms to the training part.
For language modeling, a monolingual target lan-
guage corpus is used for modeling the probabili-
ties that any candidate translation string would oc-
cur in the target language. For this purpose, we
use the British National Corpus (BNC) of approx-
imately 100 million words sampled to represent
a wide cross-section of British English from the
late 20th century (BNC, 2007). We filter hapax
legomena, i.e. take all word forms that appear at
least twice in the BNC. In addition, the manually
normalised part of the training corpus is added to
the language model, to include archaic word forms
that are unlikely to occur in the BNC corpus.

Historical texts are marked by a high degree
of spelling variance and spelling inconsistencies,
leading to data sparseness when applying differ-
ent kinds of NLP tools to the data. It is there-
fore interesting to explore whether adding histor-
ical data in general could improve normalisation
accuracy, or if the data need to be representative
of the specific time period targeted. We therefore
split both the training and the evaluation parts of
the ARCHER corpus into three subcorpora, con-
taining texts from the 17th, 18th, and 19th century
respectively. This way, we can evaluate normali-
sation accuracy for each subcorpus, when trained
on data from all three centuries, and when trained
on data from the specific time period only.

For the SMT-based approach, we then ran ex-
periments by 1) training on the full corpus of man-
ually normalised historical text, 2) training on the
correct century only (17th, 18th or 19th), and 3)
adding dictionaries in two ways:

(a) Historical word forms that are found in the
manually normalised part of the training cor-
pus are left unchanged.

(b) A normalisation candidate suggested by the
SMT system is only accepted if it occurs in
the BNC corpus.

Full Test Corpus
Unnormalised 97.21
Training corpus 98.00
Training corpus + Dict (a) 98.14
Training corpus + Dict (b) 98.01
Training corpus + Dict (a) & (b) 98.14

17th Century Part of the Test Corpus
Unnormalised 93.88
Full training corpus 96.60
17th century part of the training corpus 96.89

18th Century Part of the Test Corpus
Unnormalised 98.65
Full training corpus 98.75
18th century part of the training corpus 98.69

19th Century Part of the Test Corpus
Unnormalised 98.95
Full training corpus 99.10
19th century part of the training corpus 99.15

Table 1: Normalisation accuracy, per word, for
different parts of the corpus. dict = adding dic-
tionaries for lexical filtering.
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As shown in Table 1, normalisation accuracy im-
proves for all parts of the corpus, using the SMT-
based approach to spelling normalisation. There
are 421 cases where the SMT-based system has
modified the original spelling to a spelling identi-
cal to the manually defined gold standard spelling,
e.g.:

happinesse→ happiness
onely→ only
relligious→ religious
iustices→ justices
loue→ love

In contrast, there are 44 cases where the SMT-
based system has suggested a modification that
is different from the gold standard spelling, i.e.
precision errors. In most of these cases, the nor-
malisation system has failed, but there are also in-
stances that seem to be due to mistakes in the man-
ually defined gold standard.

In 762 cases, the normalisation system has left
the original word form unchanged, even though
the manually defined gold standard suggest a nor-
malisation, i.e.we have a recall error. A manual
error analysis shows that one of the major cause of
recall errors involves apostrophes, e.g.:

mans 6→ man’s
o’er 6→ over
redeem’d 6→ redeemed
y’are 6→ you’re

Other common causes of recall error are connected
to endings like -ie, -y, e and eth, e.g.:

flie 6→ fly
easie 6→ easy
disdaine 6→ disdain
gipsey 6→ gypsy
captaine 6→ captain
seemeth 6→ seems

Furthermore, using the manually normalised part
of the training data as a filter, leaving word forms
that occur in this data set unnormalised, has a
positive effect on normalisation accuracy. The
main reason is the otherwise incorrect normalisa-
tion of frequently occurring function words, such
as thy and thee. In the manual normalisation pro-
cess, these word forms have been left as they are.
The SMT-based system would however, without
lexical filtering, normalise these word forms into
they and the respectively, due to the strong prefer-
ence for these word forms in the language model.
Even though the manually normalised version of
the ARCHER training data, including word forms

such as thy and thee, have been added to the lan-
guage model, these occurrences are outnumbered
by the occurrences of the much more frequent En-
glish word forms the and they in the BNC part of
the language model.

The second lexical filtering, where normalisa-
tion candidates suggested by the SMT system are
only accepted if occurring in the BNC corpus, also
leads to a small (non-significant) improvement of
the normalisation accuracy. The results presented
for the time-specific subcorpora are thus based on
lexical filtering using both methods.

It is interesting to note that for both 17th cen-
tury data and 19th century data, the best normal-
isation accuracy is achieved if a smaller data set
containing time-specific data only is used, rather
than adding training data from all three centuries.

3.3 VARD2 Performance on Evaluation Set

The results of applying VARD2 are given in
Table 2, in terms of precison, recall, and per-word
rates. The results using the default rules provided
with the VARD2 distribution are in the second col-
umn, and using the training from the manually an-
notated 109 ARCHER documents (in addition to
the default rules provided in the VARD2 distri-
bution) in the third column, and best SMT in the
fourth column.

Table 2 shows five points. First, VARD2 im-
proves spelling (in the sense of mapping it to PDE
variants) in most settings, except when applying
the defaults settings to the latest period, 19th cen-
tury texts.

Second, the training with ARCHER has consid-
erably improved results.

Third, we have tested the effect of training on
the entire ARCHER or only the appropriate cen-
tury and show the results in the second last col-
umn. The effect of training VARD2 on different
periods could be relatively small, as the default
rules are not deleted, the new rules are just added
and the the weights adapted. Using less train-
ing data leads to results with higher precision and
lower recall.

Fourth, the task gets increasingly difficult in
later periods, which is related to the fact that only
very few tokens need normalisation, as we have al-
ready observed in the discussion of inter-annotator
agreement. The performance in the 19th century
is partly so low because there are only very few
words that require correction, thus absurd cor-
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VARD + trained on + trained on best
Default ALL ARCHER ARCHER ct. SMT

Full Evaluation Corpus (N=838,W=29167)
Precision 89.54 94.36 – 80.48
Recall 76.61 73.89 – 64.43
Unnorm. words 97.13 97.13 – 97.13
Correct words 99.07 99.11 – 98.53
17th Century Part of the Evaluation Corpus (N=507,W=9682)
Precision 88.31 94.81 99.43 78.93
Recall 74.56 72.00 69.42 67.26
Unnorm. words 94.76 94.76 94.76 94.76
Correct words 98.15 98.33 98.38 97.34
18th Century Part of the Evaluation Corpus (N=92,W=11478)
Precision 83.75 92.42 100.00 78.31
Recall 72.82 66.30 65.22 70.65
Unnorm. words 99.20 99.20 99.20 99.20
Correct words 99.67 99.69 99.72 99.61
19th Century Part of the Evaluation Corpus (N=61,W=9617)
Precision 90.63 87.23 100.00 60.71
Recall 47.54 67.21 24.59 27.87
Unnorm. words 99.36 99.36 99.36 99.36
Correct words 99.64 99.73 99.52 99.42

Table 2: Normalisation accuracy of VARD, in percent, for the evaluation corpus, and split by century,
comparing the VARD default rules, and the effect of training on 109 manually annotated ARCHER
documents, and a comparison to SMT. N=number of manual changes, W=number of words

rections such as changing idiotism to idiocy af-
fect precision. Recall is strongly affected by rare
words and rare but correct variants, such as sili-
cious which is not corrected to siliceous. It might
be advisable to stop using historical spelling cor-
rection already at 1800 instead of 1850.

Fifth, the SMT system performs slightly below
the highly costumized VARD tool. We elaborate
on this point in the following section.

4 VARD2 and SMT in comparison
Among the items that VARD2 failed to detect, hy-
phenation stood out in particular (e.g. sun-shine
which should be changed to sunshine). On the
other hand, it overgeneralizes from 2nd person sin-
gular verb forms to plural forms (e.g. hast and
darest are changed to have and dare). As these
are frequent forms, they have a substantial numer-
ical impact. VARD2 also overnormalises proper
names (e.g. ALONZO to ALONSO), which often
keep histoical spellings in PDE. The detection of
proper names in historical texts is far from trivial,
however, as also common nouns and verbs are of-
ten capitalised.

When inspecting the errors made by the SMT
system, we have observed the following types of
errors:

• Overgeneralisation, e.g.: whether has incor-
rectly been suggested to be normalised to
wheather.

• Undergeneralisations, e.g.: complements is
not normalised to compliments, because the
word complements also exists, with a differ-
ent meaning.

• Foreign words: for example, the Latin word
mater is incorrectly normalised to matter

• Inter-annotator questions, e.g.: hath is nor-
malised to have, insomuch to inasmuch, em-
phatical to emphatic

• Oversights, spurious errors: Some of the
suggested normalisations are correct, even
though classified as incorrect when compared
to the gold standard.
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5 Related Work

Apart from the SMT-based approach to spelling
normalisation originally described in Pettersson
et al. (2013), and applied to the ARCHER cor-
pus in this study, character-based SMT-techniques
have also been implemented by Scherrer and Er-
javec (2013), for the task of normalising historical
Slovene. They tried both a supervised and an un-
supervised learning approach. In the supervised
setting, the translation model was trained on a set
of 45,810 historical-modern Slovene word pairs,
whereas the language model was trained on the
same data set but only including the modern word
forms. In addition, a lexicon filter was used, in
which normalisation candidates proposed by the
translation model were only accepted if they were
also found in the Modern Slovene Sloleks dictio-
nary. In the unsupervised setting, the historical-
to-modern training data was created inbased on
separate lists of historical word forms and modern
word forms, where the historical word forms were
mapped to modern word forms based on string
similarity comparisons between the word forms
occurring in the two lists. Their evaluation showed
an increase in normalisation accuracy from 15.4%
to 48.9% for 18th century test data using the un-
supervised setting. In the supervised setting, accu-
racy improved further to 72.4%.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

We have compared a probablistic, language-
independent approach to spelling normalisation
based on SMT, to a carefully crafted and highly
adapted rule-based system. The latter has slightly
higher performance (up to 94% precision at 74%
recall) while the former is more general and fully
language-independent. We have tested various
settings, and shown that training with smaller
century-specific data sets performs better, and that
statistical SMT can be improved in several ways,
e.g. by constraining the dictionary to forms seen
in present-day spelling.

As future work, we would like to assess the
results of succeeding NLP tasks, such as tag-
ging and parsing, based on normalised data. We
will also try to improve normalisation results fur-
ther by combining the two approaches in various
ways. One way would be to add automatically
normalised word forms using VARD to the train-
ing data for the SMT-based system. This would
be considered a semi-supervised method, in which

both manually revised and automatically anno-
tated data are used for training the SMT-based sys-
tem. Another way of combining the two systems
would be to use the normalisations suggested by
the SMT-based system to guide the VARD system
in the ranking process, in cases where several nor-
malisation candidates are given in VARD.

Many of the remaining errors are hard to correct
with purely word-based approaches. We would
like to investigate if using limited context can im-
prove results.
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Abstract
The advent of Early Modern Dutch (start-
ing ∼1550) marked significant develop-
ments in language use in the Netherlands.
Examples include the loss of the case
marking system, the loss of negative par-
ticles and the introduction of new vocabu-
lary. These developments typically lead to
a lot of variation both within and between
language users. Linguistics research aims
to characterize and account for such vari-
ation patterns. Due to sparseness of digi-
tal resources and tools, research is still de-
pendent on traditional, qualitative analy-
sis. This paper describes an ongoing ef-
fort to increase the amount of tools and re-
sources, exploring two different routes: (i)
modernization of historical language and
(ii) adding linguistic and sociolinguistic
annotations to historical language directly.
This paper discusses and compares the ex-
perimental setup, and preliminary results
of these two routes and provides an out-
look on the envisioned linguistic and so-
ciolinguistic research approach.

1 Introduction

In the 16th century, the language situation in the
Netherlands changed substantially. One impor-
tant influence is the interest in standardization of
the Dutch language (Lambrecht, 1550; de Heuiter,
1581; Spiegel, 1584; Stevin, 1586). This stan-
dardization process was combined with ongoing
developments in case marking (Weerman and de
Wit, 1999), negation (Hoeksema, 1997), and var-
ious other lexical and morphosyntactic phenom-
ena (Howell, 2006). The extent to which these
developments were actually adopted by language
users differs between and within individual lan-
guage users (Bax and Streekstra, 2003; Nobels and
Rutten, 2014).

1637:
1888:

Ende
En

het
het

gout
goud van

deses
dit

lants
land

is
is

goet
goed

‘And the gold of that land is good’

Figure 1: Example parallel Bible translation

To date, most approaches to study these phe-
nomena have been qualitative in nature. In this pa-
per an ongoing effort is described to enrich Early
Modern text with linguistic and sociolinguistic in-
formation in a systematic way, to allow a quantita-
tive computational linguistic approach. The paper
explores two routes to develop such an approach:
a modernization route and a historical annotation
route. In Section 2 an approach to text moderniza-
tion is outlined. Section 3 describes an automatic
tagging approach with manual post-correction and
metadata enrichment. Section 4 provides a com-
parison between these two routes.

2 Modernization

In contrast to historical Dutch, modern Dutch is
a very well-resourced language for NLP applica-
tions. A translation modernization step allows
to use these resources for historical texts (Tjong
Kim Sang, 2016). The modernization process can
benefit from the similarity between the two his-
torically related language varieties (Koolen et al.,
2006). For the development of the modernization
method described in this paper, a parallel pair of
Dutch Bible translations from 16371 and 18882 is
used. The close parallelism of this training pair
(see Figure 1) allows for efficient application of
word pair extraction algorithms. The method con-
sists of a combination of three approaches: (i)
application of manual expert rewriting rules (cf.

1http://dbnl.nl/tekst/_sta001stat01_01/
2http://www.statenvertaling.net
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Braun, 2002; Robertson and Willett, 1992), (ii) ex-
traction of a translation lexicon from parallel pairs
in training data (cf. Bollmann et al., 2011), and
(iii) the application of the existing statistical ma-
chine translation framework Moses (Köhn et al.,
2007), cf. (Pettersson et al., 2013; Scherrer and
Erjavec, 2016). In the remainder of this paper the
combination of the first two approaches is referred
to as the custom method, while the third approach
is called the SMT method.

The dataset is split into a training part (32,235
lines, 946,721 words, 87%) and a test part (5,000
lines, 140,812 words, 13%). The split is linear,
with the training part ranging from Genesis to the
(apocryphic) Book of Ezra, and the test part rang-
ing from Ezra to 3 Maccabees. For the SMT
method, a subset of 2000 lines (58,249 words) is
removed from the end of the training set to be used
as a development set for MERT.

In Table 1 the results of the modernization ap-
proach are listed. To compare translations, the
BLEU measure is used (Papineni et al., 2002).
This score has notable shortcomings as a mea-
sure of translation accuracy (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006), pertaining to phrase permutation and se-
mantic unawareness. However, these shortcom-
ings appear to be less severe for a modernization
task, where phrase-based translations and word re-
ordering are less likely to occur. Moreover, a cor-
rect translation is not the main goal of this method.
Instead, the modernization is intended to increase
accuracy of NLP methods, e.g., POS tagging, syn-
tactic parsing, frequency counts, lexicon lookup,
etc. It is not yet clear how well the BLEU score
correlates with accuracy of these methods, how-
ever some correlation is to be expected.

The details of the custom method are as follows:
as sub-baseline, no translation is performed. As
baseline all parallel sentences of equal length
have been extracted from the training data, and
all words with an unambiguous (i.e., always the
same) translation are used as a translation lexicon
for the test data. Next, all sentences are aligned on
word level to extract additional translation pairs.
Note that the baseline and the alignment are rela-
tively efficient, due to the close parallelism of the
source data. Then, manual modernization rules
are applied, specifically targeted to Early Modern
Dutch, such as case marker normalization, nega-
tion normalization, clitic separation, numeral nor-
malization. Note that phonetic rewriting is not

part of this step. Next, translation pairs are con-
structed for multiple word translations (e.g., de-
ses→ van dit in Figure 1, English: thisGEN → of
this). At this point, the test set is already suffi-
ciently modern to allow accurate POS tagging, at
least on the tokens that have been assigned the cor-
rect, modern translation. This POS information
can be used to translate a historical word in dif-
ferent ways conditional on the surrounding POS
tags. This is similar to the multiple word transla-
tion, except that the selection on POS tags allows
to generalize over the vocabulary. As an example,
the pronoun haer is likely to be translated as hen
(them) before a verb, and as hun (their) before a
noun. To limit sparseness issues, the main POS
tag is used without features. For both the multi-
ple word and the POS step, pairs have been se-
lected using hill-climbing, implemented as incre-
mental inclusion of those pairs that increase the
BLEU score on the training set. Note that, since
the pairs are extracted from the training set (i.e., a
development set is not used), the hill-climbing se-
lection is equivalent to selecting translations with
a true positive application rate of over 0.5. Finally,
a number of highly document-specific rules have
been applied to address differences in punctua-
tion between the two Bible translations. Examples
of rules and word pairs are provided in Table 2.

For the evaluation of the SMT method, a dif-
ferent sequence of steps is applied. First, a model
is built by Moses using the training set with basic
settings. Then, MERT tuning is applied using the
development set. Next, the capitalization model
of Moses, which turned out to be highly inaccu-

method steps BLEU
custom no translation 0.134

baseline 0.507
aligned 0.530
rules 0.581
multiple word 0.600
POS information 0.619
punctuation 0.627

SMT Moses basic 0.597
MERT tuning 0.616
capitalization 0.639

combination rules 0.644
multiple word, POS 0.647
punctuation 0.653

Table 1: Translation evaluation
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input output notes translation
rewriting rules

stem+se stem hen pronoun clisis them
eens stems van een genitive of a
den/mijnen/welken de/mijn/welke case loss the/mine/which
alle de al de agreement loss all the
en [. . . ] negative negative negative concord
numeral ende num num+en+num
num num num+num

punctuation rules
`
; [upper case] :
; [lower case] ,
said, [upper case] :

extracted multiword pairs
haer zelfden zichzelf reflexive pronoun him/her/it/them/oneself
waer heen waarheen prepositional compound where to
leeuws tanden leeuwentanden case loss, compounding lion teeth
potte-backers kruik pottenbakkerskruik case loss, compounding pottery jar
rechteroog heupe rechterheup terminology shift right hand side hip

extracted Part-of-Speech pairs
alle+V allen all
alle+PRON al all
PUNCT+alle al all
daar+V er there

Table 2: Example implementations of translation steps

rate, is corrected using post-processing. Com-
bining the SMT and the custom method, manual
rewriting rules are applied on top of SMT, fol-
lowed by multiple word alignment, POS infor-
mation and punctuation rules.

2.1 Discussion
Both the method using manual rules combined
with automatic translation pair extraction as well
as the method using the Moses toolkit show a
substantial improvement over the baseline perfor-
mance. For the first method, the manual rule
component provides the largest share of the per-
formance improvement. This indicates (consis-
tent with, e.g., Pettersson et al., 2012) that lan-
guage development over time, at least in the case
of Bible translations, displays a high level of regu-
larity, which can be captured by a small number of
rewriting rules. Interestingly, the morphological
rules combined with translation pair extraction of-
fer sufficient coverage to omit phonetic rewriting
commonly used in language modernization. Note
that this behavior depends on similarity between

training and test vocabulary, which will be dis-
cussed further in Section 2.1.1.

The described method provides competitive
performance as compared to the SMT approach.
It can be considered promising that the results of
a state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm can
be reproduced using a relatively straightforward
approach. However, Table 1 also shows that the
combination of approaches offers very little im-
provement over the performance of the SMT algo-
rithm in isolation. Therefore, it is at present not
fully clear how to incorporate the custom transla-
tion pair extraction or manual morphological rules
into a combined methodology.

To obtain a better insight in the performance
of the various methods, a more extensive evalu-
ation is necessary. This includes the application
of the method on more diverse data and a sys-
tematic comparison between approaches. Further-
more, the evaluation could be extended into a more
application–oriented direction, i.e., by analyzing
results of NLP methods on modernized text.
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2.1.1 CLIN27 Shared Task
The method presented in this paper has also been
entered into the CLIN27 Shared Task on Translat-
ing Historical Text3. The results of the system on
this task are considerably lower than in the present
evaluation, which can be contributed to several
factors.

First, the test set used for the Shared Task was
markedly different from the provided training set.
The test set contained genres such as theater plays,
letters, eulogies, administrative texts, journal en-
tries, and bullet point lists of activities. These gen-
res introduce a significant amount of new vocab-
ulary, for which the word-level vocabulary-based
method as presented in this paper is not particu-
larly well-suited. In the Shared Task the method
was extended with a set of phonetic rewriting
rules, which showed a large performance increase.
This is consistent with previous work on character-
level SMT approaches (e.g., Scherrer and Erjavec,
2013), which are essentially a way to automati-
cally extract phonetic rewriting rules from data.

Furthermore, the test set contained texts ranging
from 1607 to 1692. Various morphosyntactic or
spelling-related phenomena occurring in the 1637
training set which are targeted with specific rules
do not occur in later texts, such as negative con-
cord constructions. Application of these rules on
later texts actually decreases performance in cer-
tain cases, and should therefore be controlled by
time period constraints.

Additionally, the test set fot the Shared Task
was created with the specific goal of word-level
spelling modernization to facilitate POS tagging
(cf. Tjong Kim Sang, 2016). This resulted in
a rather artificial translation, preserving sentence
length and word order, leaving historical word
forms untranslated in case a modern tagger already
assigned a correct tag. As a result, in several cases
the current method provides an arguably better
translation which is nevertheless evaluated as an
error. Further analysis showed that, for a number
of participants in the Shared Task, manually re-
spelling a very small number of frequent errors re-
sulted in a substantial performance improvement.

For the reasons mentioned above, the results on
the CLIN27 Shared Task should not be considered
as a conclusive evaluation of the current method.
However, the results do indicate important aspects
of the current method, such as the impact of train-

3https://ifarm.nl/clin2017st/

ing vocabulary, and the influence of the goal ap-
plication on the translation requirements. Further
development of these issues is ongoing in the cur-
rent project.

3 Annotation

As stated above, text modernization allows for the
use of resources and tools for contemporary lan-
guage. However, this approach also introduces
incorrectly translated and non-translated tokens,
which limit the accuracy of NLP applications.
Moreover, certain information from the historical
text is lost. Modernization entails spelling nor-
malization, which means that, e.g., spelling dif-
ferences over time can no longer be studied. Other
topics of research, such as case marking or nega-
tion, may also be lost after modernization, or it
may prove difficult to link the modernized text to
the historical original. Therefore, an additional re-
search direction processes historical text directly,
using tools and resources for historical language
or using manual annotation. The annotation ef-
fort also allows extension to sociolinguistic infor-
mation, which is intrinsically outside the scope of
modernization approaches. The remainder of this
section describes the setup of the annotation task,
which are currently ongoing.

3.1 Part-of-speech tagging

A pilot project has been designed to annotate a
corpus of letters by the Dutch author and politi-
cian P.C. Hooft, written between 1600 and 1647.
In the absence of tools for Early Modern Dutch, a
POS tagger for Middle Dutch (1200–1500) is used
(van Halteren and Rem, 2013). Although Middle
Dutch is considerably different from Early Mod-
ern Dutch, several properties of interest are shared,
such as case marking and negation clitics. There-
fore, a tagger capable of marking such properties
is preferred over contemporary equivalents. How-
ever, as expected on Early Modern data, the over-
all accuracy of the tagger is low. Therefore, a man-
ual annotation effort is ongoing to check and cor-
rect all assigned tags (including morphosyntactic
features) in the corpus manually.

3.2 Sociolinguistic tagging

An accurately tagged corpus allows to discover
patterns on a morphosyntactic level. To ana-
lyze the development of such phenomena, non-
linguistic variables have to be taken into account.
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Als
Con(sub)
If

nu
Adv(gen)
now

de
Det()
the

veerschujt
N(sg)
ferry

niet
Pro(neg)
nothing

anders
Adj(-s)
else

ujt
Adp(prtcl)
out

en
Adj(negcl)
not

leverde
V(past)
delivered

dan
Con(cmp)
than

den
Det(-n)
the

brief
N(sg)
letter

‘If the ferry would not deliver anything but the letter’

Figure 2: Example tagged sentence, showing a negation clitic

The letter corpus contains dated documents, there-
fore a straighforward variable is time, allowing
analysis of when certain developments have oc-
curred. Other variables of interest include the
topic of correspondence, the type of relation be-
tween the correspondents and the domain of the
correspondence (government, finance, literature,
etc.), the goal of the correspondence (invitation,
recommendation, request, etc.), and personal in-
formation about the correspondent (age, gender,
literary status). Furthermore, the rhetorical struc-
ture of a text is annotated, in terms of greeting,
opening, body, closing. This for instance allows
to verify the hypothesis that certain parts of let-
ters, e.g., the opening and closing sections, are
highly formulaic, and therefore do not exhibit lan-
guage development to the same degree as the body
text (Nobels and Rutten, 2014). Annotation is per-
formed by a pool of nine annotators. To measure
inter-annotator agreement, 10% of the corpus is
assigned to random pairs of annotators. The full
list of sociolinguistic variables is provided in the
Appendix.

In Figure 2 an example sentence with part-of-
speech tags is provided. This sentence contains
the negation clitic en, alongside the main negation
niet. Once the full corpus is properly tagged this
clitic can be studied systematically, e.g., to investi-
gate the neighbouring tags or lemmas of the clitic,
or to check whether or not the clitic is used more
often in formal writing.

3.3 Interoperability

To increase the practical accessibility of the an-
notation data, a collaboration with the Nederlab
project (Brugman et al., 2016) has been estab-
lished. Nederlab provides an online search inter-
face for the data in the Digital Library of Dutch
Literature4 using Corpus Query Processor (Evert
and Hardie, 2011), which allows to search for lin-
guistic annotation and metadata. For this collab-
oration, several interoperability issues need to be

4http://www.dbnl.org, in Dutch

addressed. The Adelheid tagger uses the CRM
tagset, which contains a set of features specific
for Middle Dutch. The Nederlab project uses the
CGN tagset (van Eynde et al., 2000), for which
both the main tags and the feature set differ con-
siderably from CRM. For the current pilot several
additional features are introduced to facilitate the
analysis of language development.

Apart from the tagset, the output format needs
to be converted as well. Nederlab uses the FoLiA
format (van Gompel and Reynaert, 2013), which
is a de facto standard XML linguistic annotation
format for Dutch, whereas Adelheid uses a custom
XML format. To facilitate integration with current
annotations and metadata in Nederlab, a word-
level alignment of the FoliA output is planned.

Further interoperability considerations include
incorporation of linked data, e.g., for correspon-
dents in the current dataset which may also be
found in encyclopedic resources, and using ex-
isting classification schemes, such as HISCO for
historical occupational titles (van Leeuwen et al.,
2002).

4 Data-driven historical linguistics

The two methods outlined in this paper are in-
tended to complement eachother in providing an
environment for computational historical linguis-
tics research. Modernization has the advantage
that research questions can be addressed using the
existing infrastructure for a modern language, in
terms of resources, approaches, evaluation data et
cetera. The disadvantage of this method is the in-
herent loss of information and the occurence of
translation errors, which entails that several top-
ics of interest cannot be studied using modernized
data, or that the validity of results is unclear. In
contrast, manual enrichment provides high-quality
linguistic annotations as well as the possibility to
include meta-linguistic information. The obvious
disadvantage of this method is the large amount of
time and/or financial resources necessary. How-
ever, if a sufficiently large amount of data is an-
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notated (possibly in combination with automati-
cally derived annotations, cf. Hupkes and Bod,
2016), machine learning algorithms can be trained
to allow for automatic annotation. The combi-
nation of modernization and manual annotation
may prove valuable as a methodology in histor-
ical (socio-)linguistics. Future work in the cur-
rent project, however, is necessary to validate this
claim.
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Appendix: sociolinguistic variables

• Purpose of the letter

– Express thanks
– Compliment/praise
– Excuse
– Ask for a favour
– Ask for information
– Ask for advice
– Admonish
– Inform
– Remember
– Persuade
– Order
– Allow
– Invite

• Topic of the letter

– Business
– Literature
– Domestic affairs
– Love
– Death
– News
– Religion/ethics

• Correspondent information

– name
– group or individual

for individuals:
– birth/death date
– gender
– occupation
– literary author
– relation to P.C. Hooft

• Letter structure

– Introductory greeting
– Opening (optional)
– Narratio
– Closing (optional)
– Final greeting
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Abstract

We present the results of text reuse de-
tection, based on the corpus of scanned
and OCR-recognized Finnish newspapers
and journals from 1771 to 1910. Our
study draws on BLAST, a software cre-
ated for comparing and aligning biologi-
cal sequences. We show different types of
text reuse in this corpus, and also present
a comparison to the software Passim, de-
veloped at the Northeastern University in
Boston, for text reuse detection.

1 Introduction

The dataset of the National Library of Finland
(NLF) contains 1.95 million pages of digitized
historical newspapers and journals from 1771 to
1910. Approximately half of the content is in
Swedish, the other half in Finnish, although there
are also a few German and Russian papers in-
cluded (Pääkkönen et al., 2016). We aim to trace
the influential texts that were copied and recircu-
lated in Finnish newspapers and journals in this
time period. This is done by clustering the 1771–
1910 NLF corpus with a text reuse detection algo-
rithm. Our approach enables us to study the dis-
semination of news and other information and to
reconstruct the development of the newspaper net-
work as a part of Finnish public discourse: What
kinds of texts were widely shared? How fast did
they spread and what were the most important
nodes in the Finnish media network?

Our research project builds on a similar study

of nineteenth-century US newspapers by Ryan
Cordell, David A. Smith and their research group
(Cordell, 2015; Smith et al., 2015). However, in
contrast to the US press, the nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Finnish newspapers were typi-
cally printed in the Fraktur typeface, which (to-
gether with other possible sources of noise) poses
unusual difficulties for Optical Character Recogni-
tion (Kettunen, 2016). To solve this problem, we
have developed a novel text reuse detection solu-
tion based on BLAST (Vesanto et al., 2017) that is
accurate and resistant to OCR mistakes and other
noise, making the text circulation and virality of
newspaper publicity in Finland a feasible research
question.

2 Detecting Text Reuse

In the nineteenth century, contemporaries saw
newspapers as reflections of modern culture.
Many phenomena were amplified by the increas-
ing power of the press, including urbanization,
consumerism, and business life. The changes in
transport technology led to more efficient distribu-
tion of information. Before 1880s, there was no
copyright agreement to regulate the free copying
of texts, which became a distinctive feature of the
press. To understand this process, it is essential to
analyze how texts were copied and reprinted.

In Finland, newspaper publishing started
slowly, the first paper being Tidningar Utgifne af
et Sällskap i Åbo in 1771. According to the NLF
metadata, in 1850 there were only ten papers and
six journals. A rapid upheaval occurred at the
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Figure 1: Example of how low the OCR quality can be. Both passages are identical in the original issues.

end of the century, resulting in 89 papers and 203
journals in 1900. The volume of the press was
thus very limited during the first half of the cen-
tury, which also means that text reuse was small-
scale. Towards the end of the period the situation
changed dramatically, offering more volume for
viral chains of reprints. These chains had different
origins: they were internal chains within the press,
translations from abroad, stories from books, tele-
grams, or official announcements. Therefore, text
reuse detection can shed essential light on how in-
formation flowed between centers within the coun-
try and how, in the end, Finnish press participated
in the global circulation of information.

The primary obstacle in detecting text reuse in
the NLF dataset is the poor OCR recognition rate,
as illustrated in Figure 1. This makes any ap-
proach which assumes exact seed overlaps of sev-
eral words in length infeasible, and calls for a
fuzzy matching method highly tolerant to noise.
To this end, we have applied BLAST (Altschul
et al., 1990), a sequence alignment software de-
veloped for fast matching of biological sequences
against very large sequence databases. The main
features of BLAST are speed and the ability to re-
trieve also distantly related sequences – which in
our case translates to the ability to withstand the
OCR noise present in the data. We index each
page of the NLF data as a sequence in BLAST,
translating the 23 most common lowercase letters
into the amino-acid sequences which BLAST is
hard-coded to handle, and subsequently matching
the pages in an all-against-all scenario, and post-
processing the results to recover the repeated text
segments. We choose not to describe the technical
details of the process in this paper, and rather focus
on the results obtained. The implementation will
be made available as open-source software and in
the following, we focus on presenting the main re-
sults in context of processing historical texts.

System % of text

BLAST 0.177

Passim (default) 0.057

Passim (optimized) 0.080

Table 1: Text reuse recall comparison of the
BLAST-based method relative to Passim with its
settings left at their default values, as well as opti-
mized to maximize recall.

3 Text Reuse Clusters – Quantitative
Analysis

In total, we found around 8 million clusters of re-
peated texts that have a total of 49 million occur-
rences (hits) longer than 300 characters. Note,
however, that some clusters refer to the same,
larger repeated news piece, in different lengths.
This is due to the fact that at times the OCR qual-
ity is too low, allowing only for a shorter hit to
be identified in some of the repetitions of an oth-
erwise larger text. Since the surrounding text of
a shorter hit is too dissimilar (which, after all, is
the very reason why only a shorter segment was
found), it is difficult to establish whether these
clusters can be safely merged. Therefore, the num-
ber of found hits does not necessarily fully corre-
spond to the number of unique text reuse.

3.1 BLAST evaluation

As there is not a feasible manner in which to di-
rectly estimate the recall of the system on this data,
we compare our system to Passim, a popular tool
for text reuse detection (Smith et al., 2014) used in
many similar studies previously, so as to establish
a relative comparison to the state-of-the-art. We
form a dataset of 2,000 randomly selected docu-
ments from the NLF corpus, apply both systems
to it, and for every document, we calculate the
fraction of its text that was identified as text reuse,
with a text length minimum set to 100. The results
are summarized in Table 1, and demonstrate a sub-
stantial recall gain of the BLAST-based method.

We can see that the BLAST-based method
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vastly outperforms Passim in terms of recall. In
order to establish that this gain in recall is not at
the expense of precision, we sample clusters both
randomly and at the very bottom of BLAST simi-
larity scores still acceptable for inclusion in the re-
sults and manually verify the proportion of those
that are true positives. The proportions are shown
in Table 2. The results naturally depend on the
length of the texts in the cluster, with shorter texts
less likely to be correct hits than the longer ones,
given a constant alignment score.

BLAST Passim

Range
Precision

random

Precision

low
Coverage Coverage

300 - 350 1.00 1.00 0.108 0.076

250 - 299 1.00 0.94 0.120 0.078

200 - 249 0.94 0.94 0.133 0.079

150 - 199 0.92 0.86 0.154 0.080

100 - 149 0.86 0.70 0.177 0.080

Table 2: The precision and coverage of the
BLAST method on 50 clusters of varying text hit
lengths, sampled randomly and at the lowest align-
ment scores acceptable.

To understand to what extent the hits identified
as text re-use are dissimilar, we randomly selected
1000 clusters which contain only two hits of at
least 300 characters in length. We then calculate
the pairwise character alignment between these
two hits and measure the proportion of matching
characters, i.e. not gaps nor misalignments. As
shown in Figure 2, the alignment values range
from around 99% down to as low as 40%, with
the bulk of the data in the 70–90% range. For the
most part, the repeated texts thus differ in 10–30%
of positions, but the difference can be as much as
60%. Partly, these are cases of e.g. advertisements
which differ only in numerical values, but partly
these are in fact fully identical texts with a mas-
sive OCR error rate.

The gain in recall comes at the expense of com-
pute time, with BLAST being about three orders of
magnitude slower than Passim. Applying BLAST
to the entire NLF dataset required around 150,000
CPU-core hours. This is certainly out of reach for
a single computer, but well within modern cluster
computing resources, especially since the histori-
cal text collection is static and the run only needs
to be carried out once.

Figure 2: The distribution of alignment scores
(horizontal axis) and the number of clusters out
of 1000 with the given alignment score (vertical
axis). Minimum text reuse length is 300.

4 Text Reuse Clusters – Qualitative
Analysis

Copying and reprinting texts from other newspa-
pers took three different forms, which is why we
need to differentiate between text reuse, long-term
reuse and virality. First, the majority of reprinted
clusters consists of advertisements and notices, of-
ficial announcements and ecclesiastical material.
Second, many clusters include old news items,
anecdotes, stories and poems that are suddenly
reprinted many decades – sometimes even a hun-
dred years – later. This second group is an ex-
ample of longitudinal text reuse. Finally, the third
group is viral news proper. The amount of viral
news increases towards the end of the nineteenth
century and these texts are often reprinted very
rapidly within a short time frame.

4.1 Advertisements and announcements

The first group of clusters, advertisements and an-
nouncements, might be interesting sources in their
own right for specific research questions. But
above all, the changes in their amount tell us a
lot about the scope of the public communication
network and its historical development year by
year even if we completely overlook the content
of shared texts. For instance, by importing all text
clusters as nodes and edges to a network analy-
sis software, one is able to produce visualizations
of the development of relationships between the
newspapers and show what were the most domi-
nating nodes in the network.
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4.2 Longitudinal text reuse

Because of the wide time frame of the NLF
dataset, long-term text reuse opens up an impor-
tant perspective on historical memory. For in-
stance, the Fennomans were an influential group
in the nineteenth-century publicity of the Grand
Duchy of Finland. The papers published around
the turn of the nineteenth century often reprinted
old articles and shorter quotations that supported
their cause. To give an example of this, the Ta-
ble 3 shows the reprints of a patriotic student song
“Ännu på tidens mörka vågor” that was probably
written by Gustaf Idestam (1802–1851) and first
printed in Åbo Morgonblad in 3 March 1821 –
a newspaper edited by the polemical Romanticist
author Adolf Ivar Ardwidsson (1791–1858). The
lyrics of the song were then reprinted three times
in 1891, crediting the Swedish humorous maga-
zine Söndags-Nisse as their source in addition to
Arwidsson’s paper. The song is also described in
Nya Pressen as the favourite anthem of the Turku
students before the introduction of “Vårt land”,
the later national anthem. We have found many
other similar examples that show the way in which
much earlier historical texts were reused for polit-
ical purposes, opening up an important research
question for the strategies of Finnish nationalism.

One example explicitly connected with the state
of the Finnish press is the closing down of Arwids-
son’s newspaper Åbo Morgonblad by the officials
in October 1821. The reasons for this act were
political since Arwidsson had been calling for the
wide freedom of the press in his paper. In the last
issue of Åbo Morgonblad Arwidsson published
the document on the official decision for the act.
In 1891, 70 years later, this text was reprinted by
five different newspapers. The first reprint was in
Åbo Tidningar (30 September 1891), which used
the censorship case of 1821 to discuss the state of
the press freedom in 1891 – the censorship law
was tightened in Autumn 1891. Other newspapers
continued this discussion by reprinting the docu-
ment from 1821 and also commenting the state of
the censorship in 1891. This way the reuse of old
news item offered a way to discuss and criticize
the situation of the press freedom in 1891.

4.3 Viral news

The third group of text reuse are the actual viral
news. According to our preliminary survey of the
clustered NLF newspaper corpus, their amount in-

Cluster Date Title
639828 1821-03-03 Åbo Morgonblad
639828 1891-02-20 Nya Pressen
639828 1891-02-20 Folkwännen
639828 1891-02-21 Åbo Tidning

Table 3: Reprints of a patriotic song.

creases rapidly after the The Crimean War (1853–
1856). For instance, a bank robbery in Helsinki
broke the news in 20 newspapers in 1906. This
item was disseminated very rapidly in the Finnish-
language press, as is shown in the Table 4. Only in
six days it traveled from the urban communication
hubs like Helsinki, Turku, Viipuri and Tampere to
smaller towns in Ostrobothnia, Savonia, Karelia
and Lapland. The viral chain served the need to
rapidly tell about a current incident, although this
happened without any particular plan, through the
existing network of newspapers.

The three categories of text reuse could also
overlap. Longitudinal chains, for example, might
later on transform into viral texts. Old sto-
ries or anecdotes could be reactivated after sev-
eral decades and reused in an infectious manner.
BLAST is effective in revealing these different
temporal rhythms of text reuse.

Place Date Title
Helsinki 1906-11-07 Uusmaalainen
Helsinki 1906-11-07 Helsingin Sanomat
Turku 1906-11-08 Uusi Aura
Helsinki 1906-11-08 Elämä
Tampere 1906-11-08 Tampereen Sanomat
Turku 1906-11-08 Sosialisti
Helsinki 1906-11-08 Uusi Suometar
Jyväskylä 1906-11-09 Suomalainen
Oulu 1906-11-09 Kaleva
Kuopio 1906-11-09 Pohjois-Savo
Tampere 1906-11-09 Kansan Lehti
Viipuri 1906-11-09 Karjala
Sortavala 1906-11-10 Laatokka
Heinola 1906-11-10 Heinolan Sanomat
Savonlinna 1906-11-10 Keski-Savo
Joensuu 1906-11-10 Karjalatar
Lahti 1906-11-11 Lahden Lehti
Kemi 1906-11-12 Pohjois-Suomi
Kristiina 1906-11-12 Etelä-Pohjanmaa
Lahti 1906-11-13 Lahti

Table 4: Reprints of a bank robbery news.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented the use of the BLAST method
to analyze text reuse in a massive corpus of his-
torical newpapers of poor OCR quality. We have
shown that, given sufficient computational power,
the method is capable of identifying reprinted text
passages that, due to OCR noise, may differ in
up to 60% characters when aligned. Analysis of
the clusters discovered by the method provides us
with new insights into the magnitude and differ-
ent types of text reuse, and reveals a number of
individual examples of historical interest. As a fu-
ture work, we will strive to develop a text classi-
fier of the different types and topics of text reuse to
be able to provide their quantitative analysis. The
software developed to carry out the study will be
made publicly available as open-source.
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